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Perhafs ,cultwalamnesia, whereby.the rrame
“Hamlet”is more evocativeof a televisioaad for cigar
tiftzn of Shakespeareantragedy,is that “ftwe
intematiolral
style commom to all indmtrialdeinoc7acies”
alludedto byNorthvopF?ye
LMNG IN ENGLAND. even tbe plushly prob

perons south. is a depressing, disturbing
experle”ce. With “l0adsa”l0”ey” ale iallying cry of the day, much of what’s best
about Britain seems to have vanished or
bee” hideously mutated. Salisbwy Cathe
dral is losing its spire to acid rain: Here
ford Cathedral is having to flog the Mappa
Mundi in order to subsidize its operating
costs. The ri9ht+dng gutter press moulds
public opinion with an egregious contempt
for truth. The unbearably congested
streets of Landon stink with leaded petrol
fumes; drastically “ndetinded. the Tube
is an mcreasiwly perilous mode of imvel.
Patlents kom mental hospitals, discharged
into non-existent “connnunities” as an em“only measure, shelter in doonvays, d la
Mayhew on ym~r way to performances at
the National The&e you are gnardnteed to
run into teen-age beggars whose dole
money has bee” cut off, but for whom no
more than temporary ‘work-schemes”
e&t. Prince Charles has token an hour of
prime time telly to deplore the shoddy,
ugly. alienating state of much recent
British architecture. and the pernicious
power of developers and magnates (anmng
them the Bmnfnnms) oyer the cityscape.
The National Health Service is collapsing
for lack of adequate funding. while private
medicine becomes more and more at&xtire-to
those who can afford it. Universities - eve” Oxbrldge - are losing some
of their best f?.cultyto the US. as funds are
cot and vacancies6-ozen.
That British society is becoming increasingly undemoaatlc, thanks to an “elected
dictatorship” supported by less than half
the popular wte, is not just the convlctlon
of tbe present opposition parties, but also
ofmany of Britain’s leading writers. &rtin
An& Julian Barnes, John Berger. hlargoret Drabble, John Fowles, Antonio Raser. Gemmine Greer, Michael Holroyd,
David Lodge, Ian M&wan. Harold Pi&r,
Salmon Bushdie. Marlna Warner. and Fay
Weldon are among the signatories of Charter 88, “united in one opinion only, that
British scclety stands in need of a constitotian whllh protects individual rights and
the institutions of a modem and pluralist
democracy.”The denial of a suspect’sright

to silence; and the changing of the Official
Secrets Act to make it a criminal offence
for civil servants to release classified information eve” in the public interest, are two
of the most dramatic. instances of the
Thatcher govemmenh attempt, not mwly to change the laws of the land. but to put
itself above them. Among the other freedams the present gover&nt
has eroded
are “the universal rights to habeas corpus,
to peaaid assembly. . . to freedom of expression. to membership in a trade union,
to local govemmenb to freedom of movement . . .” “By taking these lights fmm
some.” the Charter argues. “the government pots them at risk for all.”
“Do writers in England . . . sit down
each day agonizing over how best they can
manifest Britishness?” wondered John
Metcalf in a recent issue of B&s irr Conadp..The answer is yes. if to manifest
Britishness is to explore. in Seamus
Haney’s words, ‘not just the matter of
England. but what Is the matter with Eng
land.” Margaret Drabble’a ??a Radiaut
Way and Ian M&w&s
Tka Ckifd in Tfma
.sre two complementary explorations of this

second -matter.” And David Lodge’s Nice
Work, short-listed for the 1988 Booker
Prtze. presents a postmodem version of
the %o Englsnds” polarity, in which the
north-south economic divide is complemented by the impasse behveen industry
and academe, a situation that takes on special significance in the light of the present
government’s plan to shii the burden of Iinancing hiiher education born the shoulders of tbe State to those of Business. In
fhe theaxe. plays such as David Hare’s I71e
Sscrst Rapturs and Alan Ayckbourn’s
Hsm&orward
have been critically ac
claimed for having ‘tackled head-on the
ethos of our present government and
asked vital questions about the Condition
of Brltatn.” And Harold Pinter’s succinctly
stunning play, Mountain Language 2
about the brutal treatment of political pals=
oners in a very English jail -can be seen
as an objective correlative to the fears and
anxieties that underlie Charter 99.
mo writers have eloquently “agonized”
in newsprint over sociopolitical develop
ments that are having an $preciable eff$t
on Britain’s literary culture. In a recent
issue of Zlw Gunrdi”“. Margaret Drabble
argues that those who oppose the radical
restructuring of contemporay Britain need
not be see” as “traitors and enemies.”
It his becomein some way unpatrioticto
suggestthat we do not live in the best of
all possible countries. The Government
and its supportersseem to believe that if
.we have enough money in our purse,
that ought to satIs@ us, and that it ts
somehowgracelessand tactlessof those,
above the poverty line to keep on referring to thosebelow it
Dabble deplores the new Britain envlb

aged by those whose stated aim is to eradicate socialism, and laments the changes
being brought about by market forces in
tbe tield of connnunlcations:
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‘Vust@dng ev8rthec&#e~
fies&ngsm&esme wantto slmt
thedeo~asl thetelephmm
eo lmh
andsetUedaynfWegood
s#midatint
reed”

Did Bdharin support the plight of
tke peasads? Sometimes hiitory in vewtit(en
by mistake

Likely, as ao adverb,is preferablypoxeded by a qualifying word such as q&e,
my,
61 IOSIZ HP mitt wry Sk@ miw
OII
Frtday.
Tkc ww pwrrrae~t
quite Itkely
wttl br ~orc rmpfivc to ckorrgrWithout

qualhiers. the preceding examples are
both unacceptable to more than 70% of
lhe Usaw Panel.
Incidenkallv. I’d like the second example
better if it ran will qrite 1ikeIy be. but that’s
anorher story. See Fowler’s kfudm
En&k
Usa9c
(either edition) under ‘Position of
Adverbs.” section 4.
FORMER:Some weeks ago. I’m told. there
was a reference in the Tomnro Star to a
fwmcr iriwdgmatfmm
France.
Is this pasrible? Some of us are natives, some are im
migrants. There’s no way of changiw from
one cate?xy to the other - except beiw
born wan. I suppose. My informant also
told me that she had seen, in another
place. the phrase originally
born
in
Sh?tCk~Wl?PI.
Here’s
a frequent journalistic use offirmcrthat irritates me: He entered
tke cabinet

. .
:.

D&s Anderson

‘.

ByI.M.owen
L.IKEL!: The o&r will likely
br accepted.
?his use of likely as an adverb exactly synonymous with probably
is becoming so
commcm that it mlghl almost be regarded
as regular. Indeed. in my editorial work I
have often let it pass. feeling that Locorrect
it vzould make me seem excessively Iussy
and old-fashioned - which of course I’m
not. Eut nmv I’ve decided to harden my
heart. The sentence above became Tke
ofi* is fifzly to be accepted.No more Mr.
Nice Guy.
The point is that the -ly ending makes
the woti look like an adverb, but it’s normally an adjective. Idiomatic English uses
if as an adverb only when it has a qualiiing vord preceding it: most likely.
quite
iikcly:
rwy itkrly.
There’s
no obvious reason for this: it’s jusl the way the language
has developed. The OED says [hat the adverbial use of likely by itself is “rare except
SC or diul.’
Fcwler (1926) goes further.
saying that it is wtw used “in educated
speech or writing,” but then he adds tentatively. “American usage, however, may be
different.” Cowers Cl963 expands on this:
“in Scotland and Ireland it is axnmon in
speech and in U.S. may be found in print.”
But before we decide that as red-blooded
N?ti. Americans we should reject the rule.
g~~e~~ten to the Ammiazw Heritage Usage

::

offormw
1972.

prime

ministar

Pierre Trudeau
prime minister in 1972.

Piem

Tmdean

.’
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wasn’t a former

NEAR MISS: Larry MacDonald of Otlawa
wrote to the Ciobs and Mail in January:

.s

Prose and Poetry
By and About Women

It seams to me that the Globeis shrting to wander in that Alice.-in-Wonderland world of euphemismswhen it talks
of a near-missof two passengerplanesat
PearsonIaternational Airpah
Would it hot be more comet to say
nearcollision?

I

:.

The Globe
cnd’Mai1 never comments on
its Letters to the Editor. so perhaps I may
answer MacDonald here. This is preferable
to sending my answer to the paper. Ike
sworn off writing Lo the Globs
and
Mail.
since
ita copy-editing is likely to make it ap.
pear that I’? used expressions that would
Ed
me If a reader of this columh saw
The Globe sel the letter in a box, which I
take to imply approval. Yet MacDonald is
surely wrong. What happened at fhe airport was near a colliaon, but it was&
one: it was in t ct a mrss,
. . but a seer one.
Therefore, a n&v anis+’By the way, I see
no need for a hyphen in the phrase.
MacDonald’s letter endr
During the Second World War. we
didn’t say. “Hey! thal was a near-miss!
We did say, That was bloodyclose!”
Certainly. But I think an ofticlal cornmuniquC mentioning the incident would have
said sew m&s.
The use of war ip wmbinations to mean
“‘almost,”as recommeaded by MacDonald.
is ranked as obsolete In the OED and lhe
most recent citation is from 1625 - mwwisfs for ‘peninsula.” I admit, though, that it
has lately been revived in journalese with
combinations like mztiot
and new-&is.
It would be nice to make it obsolete again;
failing that. let’s reserve the hyphen for
this use to distinguish it from phrases like
sew miss.
in which near has its basic
meaning of ‘dose.”
SAYWHAT YOU MEAN: Bukbmin

/hwr becam

11. ofipo&?d
Stalin
and
rd tbc pli$d of tke pmsarts
Why
son in the Globe
and Mail).
This

_

1
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This anthology of writing by contemporary Canadian women examines a
variety of female experiences acmss
time and acmss this land. 108 selections by over 1M) contributors, fmm
both establishedwriters and newcomers
to the art.
Greta Hofmann Memiroff, author of
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lield of feminist studies, and is ass&

is bock in

support
Sims

is rewib

ing history with a vengeance. Until now it
has been generally believed that it was
Stalin who caused the peasants’ plight, and
t.@l Bukbarin was against iL 0
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Author of
Aw I a woman:

bell book writes about the
meaning

HAROLD

BLOOM

overcoming

male- and white-nrprauacy,

In his tint hook in five yeas. HaroldBloom survcvs with majestic view the litctxure of the West
F&m the Old T&micnt m Samuel Becker.

and inttmate
exploring
private

“krhaps [his]most accessiblibook, and pmbahly his most enduring:a bounty of coy surprises
and typicalleapsof brilliance.”
-kGrkJLs
Revielw

Harvard University Press
79Garden
Street,
Cambridge, Maswhuretts

of feminist

consciousness,

refaiionships,

the point where the

and public

meet.

02138

Revolution in,a Sichuan Viilage
Stephen Endicott

]LAW OF &!ATIONS
AND THE NEWWORLD
THE

Author of the bestsellii9
REBEL OUTOF CHINA
“Thisis an emlienl case studyof a West China
Mage . . . Stephen Endicott has been “1a unique
position to inwstigate, reveal, record and sum up
the impact of the Chinese Revolution on rural
Sichuan.“-William Hinton.
518.93 (papcr).1-55Gz1-04~1

PJc Press Llmited(418)593&l
250 Richmond St. W., Sts. 401. Toronto. ON M5VlW5

L.C. Green and Olive P. Dickson
h what grounds did Europans claim rlghlsof “dI.wvq”
wcr lands fn th6 New World that were obvloudy occupied?
l%he
ideology of Europan c&&al expansion ls examined
from tie twoverydifferent pintsofvlewof
a lawyerand=
historian.
$30.00&k
The University of Alberta Press
141 Alhabasa Hall, Edmonton, Alberta TM: 2E3

DEAD END
Homeless Teenagers:
A Multi-Service.Approach
Margaret Michaud
o-920490-81-6
$14.95
l=‘pgpb
Michaud explodes the myth that street kids
control their own fate. She outlines strategies to build choice back into the lives of
children forced onto the street.
DETSELIG ENTERPRISES LTD.
P.O. G 399
Calgary, Alberta T3A 2G3

JUSTICE

THE RANCE’OF ideas Beverley
Daurio explores in this collee
tion of ‘fictions and prose
poems” may strike some readers as rather “arrow. For others. the territory of human relationships and an underlying
ar_gl”nentfor options to conventional man/woman love would
be sufficient material for a book
many times larger than this
one. Ellen in “A Touch of Harry
in the Night’ sees only two alternatives to life with Harry”:
the solitude of her kshly pointed Rat overlookbIg Iiensbuton
Market or a renewed jaunt
through the meat-market of romantically intrlgoing but “nsatisfactory sesual encounters.
Alli!. a character in two sketches: IS permitted more - a bnef
glrmpse at options to relationships with David and Se?.“.Her
most compelling alternative is
the secret %ense of herself,”
wonderfolly described by Daorio as “a pore clear bell in a
storm of sire” voices.” Dautio’s
concern for what one character
calls the ‘pureness of self.”
some sense of PeTsanalautow
my and integrity. coalesces in
the tragedy of options ‘not
taken.”
What rescue-3us from unnecessay gloom is the vivid beauty
and precision of Beverley Daorio’s writing. especially in “Sib
ter aad Bmther,” the best of the
IS pieces. Daurio has a capacity
for making powerfully descrip
tive. acute observations She a~
peals to all the senses. She a~
pmaches her material with an
even-handed commitment to
ideas and - what is perhaps
more important - with curiosity about the misgivings we all
occasionally feel “5 creatures
drawn together by our mutual
- DA\ID KOSUB
wlnerability.
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attempk to be not so
much a biography as an innovative ticdo” of Apollinaire and
his times. It seems to recognize

the extent to which a writer
emerges out of a cultural and
social matrix. Through a collage of litermy quotations, photographs. and snippets of
scenes from film, Frutki” attempts to distill the esse~l~eof
Paris, the caf6 scene, the historical moment. the man, A. Apollinaire. artist, hii lie within the
context of his times and that
monumental city, which drew
genius to its centre. What
amazes me is that a period so
interesting and the life of a witer very much to be admired
could produce such a dull book

“JVmmeille”

a mm0 was

Apollinaire’s slogan. Such a
view perhaps is difficult to convey in a mode that is so distanced and fractured. This objective handling of the materials
of the story does not, unfortunately, save it hum being often
sentimental and cliched. I fo”“d
the dramatic scenes tlat (a lot of
jumping up and down. from
chairs) and the dialogue wooden. How and why the poet
changed his name. a scene ba
hveen A and hii mother. &es
us dialogue with the punch and
verisimilitude of ‘Leave it to
Beaver” (not Pl”ter):
*And what is wrong with
Wilhelm-Apollonaris
de
Kostr&ikky?”
“Nothing. but. well. it’s the
kids at school.I want to have
a French “rune:
The scene is all surface anil
not interesting in its texture.
One mystery, however, is
cleared up: why Apollinaire had
such bad luck with women. Because eve” the language of
Frotldn’s A is often vapid and
impredse. not “beautiful” as described. Here’s the dialogue
from a choice love scene: ‘Immediately, he regained his footing and covered his embarmsb
ment with beautiful wmis: ‘My
father was B sphinx. my m&her
the night.’ ” This strains too
much to be romantic in its diction, and moreover it seems
purely rhetorical; after all, the
sphinx is kmale, is it not? (But
who’s to blame. A or F.?)
What’s wrong with this book?
Is it the incompatible mix of
postmodem technique and cloying, sentimental language? Is it
the cursory treatment of the
ideas and artistic fwres of the
time? It’s difficult for me to decide which 1 find more irritating. Apollinaire
named the

movements “cubism” and “surrealism” but we get no sense of
the thinkiog behind his intellec
tual invention. Instead. we get
unlikely detxriptions (surface,
not depth) and slapstick, okay,
but pretentious slapstick?: “A
mund lemon tart phtck to her
deeti6~ like a cubmt version of
9,
Hemingway’s crap-detector
would come in handy here and
in other scenes like the one in
which Pablo Picasso is described in this hackneyed and
awkward manner: “The artist
was gazing with such intensity
ltwasawo”dertheobjjtofhll
vision did not burst into
flames.” Oh, yeah, and when
these major thinking artists
aren’t jumping up and down in
chairs. they’re staring a lot.
S”oozuzezaEEzereEeaee.
- MARVDI MICHEL6

and age barriers with insidious
ease. He then focuses on their
effects, particularly on teenaged family members. ‘IXs too
is * play that offers no fake pretence of salvation.
Both SK” and Liars show us
people pushed to the edge of
the abyss. making choices and
living by their actions. Foon’s
injections
of theatricality
(masks, dummies, even a bagment of a Japanese tea cerenm
ny) never intrude on or interrupt the fast-paced rhythm of
tbe ploys: on the contmry, they
intensify the themes with the
impact of the slap of a hand
across a startled face. r\nd in a
repertoire of plays for young
people that are all too often really plays for young people’s
parents. it’s refreshing to find
two pieces that are neither condescending nor preachy.
-1UDriH RLmAKoFF
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PLAY

by Anan sbatton
>.

‘.*

SiUNandLlAlZS
by Dennistfoon
Fflwmighkca”o*. 11,?pa7&w.
u1.95
wPtr fL5lw 0 88754 468 1)

BOTHOF these plays for young

ALIAN STRATTUN is one of our
“lore successf”l writers for the
tbeatie. both critically and pop
ularly. His Ray! won him
Chalmers. Dora Mavor Moore
and Canadian Authors Association awards and Nurse Jane
Cm lo Hawaii. the first play in
this selection, has had “over
;mwyo;;ctio”s from Alaska to

:.

L
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. :
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Num Jane is a successful

‘;
;

and entertaining confusion of
Harlequin romance with traditiorial farce. The other two
plays included here. Joggers and

audiences by the award-winning
playwright Dennis Foo” avoid
suggesting simple solutions to
complex contemporary problems. I” Skin. a tluid series of Tks IO1 Miracles of Hope
vignettes that tangle and twist Ckarce. are also comic in inlike strands of DNA. we are
~tsJ~~;e;$f$$~~faced with the overwhelming
sexual
fairy tale mitigated by
confusion of immigrant youth
comic effects achieved through
as they attempt to assimilate
without losing their sense of a contrast of melodramatic and
self. Simply and honestly, Foon honitii elements. Ho@ Chance,
portrays the brutal ignorance of subtitled “‘a fable.” is a modemthe prejudice that assaults im- day miracle play with satire the
sourre of its laughter.
m’mt
characters. And while
Stratton has felt it necessary
separating the victims from the
suwlvors. Foon resists examin- if “embarrassing” to use his introduction to these plays as an
ing how and why bigotry
spreads. Assuming its ugly exis- apologia for comedy and for his
tence. he naves instead to the ow” work as serious literary
more relevant issue of how it af- business. ” ‘Even’ Nnw Juno. a
fects voun~ oeoole - as vic- farce, is primarily verbal. chocktims,perp&&&s.
and suui- a-block with comic references
to Joseph Conrad. Dostoievsky,
vivors.
In Liars. Foon quickly makes Shakespeare and others.” He
the point that alcoholism and goes to the effort of pointing
drug use cross socio.economic out that “Redemption. celebra
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tion. laughter and joy: this is
the triumph of comedy” and
‘Unhappy childhood:, loneliness. suicide. alienaho”
. .
desperate people” am his sub
ject manet.
H@ raises aesthetic @xxpectationx but the diction, repartee.
and characters that serve Nurse
Jose so well appear more often
in Joggms and Hope Cbomcsas
clumsy or sentimental. Strab
tank achkvement the” is not as
admirable or as interesting as
his intent.
- DANlELDAvlD MO3Es

2i?i!Ew
OF

BIoGRAPBYvoL.uME
‘6’II 1636-1850

editedby Fmncess 0. tlakmnw
Unirrrsi@

~~~Gouto Pns. 1SSSpqsS.

E70 dO!h rl.wl 0 so20 3452 7J
THE \‘IIL.IIhm of T/u DfcKorary
of C~Irlzdioa Bfog*apl?y (I1 of
\*:hich have appeared since
lY8Y) havr been highly acclaimed by both scholarly and
general reviewers. .It is warm
praise simply to call volume VII.
which covers figures who died
behveen 1836 and 1850. mot=@
of

the sanle.
Historians have long appreciatrd the power of these volumes to lift shadows and raise
veils from mysterious railway
promot@rs. nuns. and tribal
I@ad@rswho fall beneath the
ranks of the shining greats but
nonetheless merit mention
here. Academics and more generaI readws.
too, wander
through less purposefully for
the pleasure of milling in a bygo”@ crowd. hearing what mattered to the middling swveyors. preachera. and silversmiths
of lung sgo.
It is noteworthy that the volurn@@@
up thrwgh VII reflcet the
initial dominance of western fur
and @ast@m fisheries in our
rconomy. Over half the 538
subjrcts of volume VII made
their caxxzersin regions outside
Ontario and Quebec. Here is redrrss for the centralist bias in
much of our historical writing.
Women. unfortunately. are
less wv@llserved. representing
only four per cent of the entries
One wonders whether the miteria for inclusion ar@ too much
directed towards ma!! activities. tuthou~~l~“~,polltlcal $x-

“ments

VII, and the history of private
lie is an increasingly accepted
part of the hiitoricsl field. More
notice might have been taken
too, of the founders, patrons,
and matrons (and perhaps the
inmates!) of the charities, orphanages,
and magdalens
which proliferated after 1830.
Where is Lucy Hedge (died
1838). who pioneered Canada’s
Sunday school movement? And
where am the founders of Montreal’s Ladies’ Benevolent Asscciation (estsblished 1815) who
went door-to-door to discover
needy immigrants. and helped
lay the groundwork for both the
Protestant Orphanage and the
General Hospital?
Let us hope that the ZOtheentmy volumes, which will soon
begin to appear, will correct
this shortcoming while maintaining the many virtues of this
-JAN NOEL’
splendid project

mentmn

wmen.
th&@ are many female
diaries and letter collections for
the period covered by volume

BILLYBISHOP:
CANADIANHERO
by Dan Mccn6ely

BILLYBISHOPSstatus as a First
World War hero rests on two
claims: that he shot down 72
enemy aircraft a’nd that he
strafed a German aemdrome.
singlehanded; the latter expkat
earned him the Victoria Cross.
Both these assertions have
been contested since the war
ended. Dan McCaffery sets out
to vindicate Bffop as Canada’s
ace of aces.
He gives the arguments both
ior ana against th.e h$h of the
legend a tnorougn gomg over,
but his admiration for his sub
ject gets the better of his prose:
“Bishop was about to nail an opponent when a second Albatms
got behind him and stitched his
Nieuport’s fuselage with a
stream of lead. Before the Germa” could deliver the death
blow, Jack Scott streaked out of
nowhere. sending the Hun.
down in names.” Metaphorically rich, yes. but one wonders
whether this is history, mockjournalism, or just a comic book
withoutpictures. The use of the
term Hun for “German” stains
McCaffery’s writing throughO”L

This is too bad becue Bishop is an intriguing fgwe. Not
only was his experience unique,
to say the feast, but the media’s
creation and loritication of the
image of “BI4 op. the lone warrior flying above the clouds in a
little open cockpit biplane with
scarf flapping rakishly in the

wind.” while Europe extermlnated itself below him. Is a
stllnt almost equal to his reputation as a pilot But by confining
himself to finding out whether
Bishop “nailed” all those
‘Huns” or not McCaKety offers
a fisturbingly aawe and bloodth~h~Q way to recall the Great
--WARD MCBURNW

THE LAST DANCE:
MURDER
IN CANADA
by Neil Boyd
Pm,;crH,7,, Conodcl,.m6pagc~.
SIb.95 ~~pw mnN 0 13 523887 m
IT WOULD be a mistake -

in
fact, it was a mistake - to expect in this colourfully titled
volume an exposition of intiy_
ing murders in the tictional English style. It is. rather. a socie
logical treatise. complete with
statistics, graphs, and chapterend notes about murderers and
victims alike who are. far the
most part. materially disadvantw
and mentally limited. It is
sombre and depressing reading: and yet it does bring together a wealth of information
about Canadian murders of the
past century or so. and about
the legal steps toward and away
from capital punishment by
wvbich their perpetrators were
dealt with.
Almost the only case considered at any length is that of
Wilpert !Zoffin. the Quebec
guide and prospector WlIo was
hanged in 1956 for the killiy in
the bush near Gasp6 nearly
‘. three years @arli@r of three
American hunters It is a fasci.
nating case. if only because
there was and remains so much
doubt about C&in’s guilt.
Other colourful cases - n*
tably those of Peter D@meter
and Colin Thatcher are
touched upon so lightly that
they are almost brushed off.
Perhaps Boyd feels that they
have already been sufficiently
analysed elsewhere. Thatcher.
for instance, is dealt with in
seven lines.
Both Demeter and Thatcher
were. and ar@.powverhdmen. It
is tempting to wonder whether
it may be o”t of simple pmdence that they get OK so liihtly in this book. Demeter in particular may be thought to have
shown a remarkable ability to
reach out from his prison cell a
long, vengeful arm: and marder. after all. is not only of the
pa;t;;dwyf the present. but of
-BERT COWAN

THE LYNCH

MOB
llrcharlerlsmrh
KnPoh, 197@9cs, EI9.95dotb
ISBN I 55013 108 fl
CHARLES LYNCH. in seeking to
hang his seemingly endless
anecdotes about our post-wsr
prime ministers upon some
stmeture. adopts the device of
ranking them in terms of what
he regards as the? eKective_
“ess (St. Laurent first, Joe
Clark last). It is a successfal device in that it challenges the
reader to play that same parlow
game. but it is s somewhat thin
scaffolding for his relentless
outpouring of generally gondhumoured tales about oar recent prime ministers.
Some of the anecdotes are
first-hand,
drawing
upon
Lynch’s 52 years as journalist;
others are reworkings of familiar subjects. Almost all are recounled with wrve and chtity.
If that is what one seeks, then
Lynch on Mackensie King’s
perceptive dog, Diefenbakefs
ravings. or Mulmney’s surplus
shoes will not disappoint He is
generous in his laughter at the
foibles of our prime ministers.
certainly more generous than
his journalistic
colleagues
whom he knows only too well.
Canadians will search their
media mlamns and channels
in vain for favorable r@p&s
on bovernments and prime
ministers of any stripe. Each
prime minister gets the treatment. regardless of aKiliation. There’s the buildup on
the way to the oftice. and
then there’s the teardown.
Lynch, let it be said, does
rather better than that in Tka
Lynch Mob.
There are &dom
asides of a
more serious character: the
evolving role of the Supreme
Court or the de.plorabl@Impact
of public opinion polls during
elections. After the umpteenth
anecdote. one longs for Lynch
to expand upon such a passing
observation as “pollsters have
cheapened the whole political
They have disen$%t%
a@’ populace and reduced elections to Ial mockery.
mWe shall need to await aabihkr and very different book
from Lynch for expansions of
this and other important insights. In the meantime. Lynch.
in oK@ringhis anecdotes about
our prime ministers, has helped
us to laugh a little at ourselves
and for that his readers
should be gmte)h& Iuv\cuLRBN

.
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TomsonHighway wn’tes in English,
b& he dreams in Gee, aradhis playscombine
his knowledgeof Itidian realityinthiscountrywith
classicalstructureand artisticlanguage

.

:

By Nancy lvigstQn
.

T

born in a
tent, in the middle of a snowbank
on his father’s trap-line, on a remote island on Maria Lake in nortbem
Maoitoba. The second youngest of 12
children. he spoke only Cree until, at the
age of six - al the behest of the goment - he was sent away to a Catholic
boarding school in The Pas. He returned
to his home only in the summer months.
TRWyears ago, 7ke Ru S&n, his play
about life oo the “Ye.9 (reservation), won
the Dora Mawr Moore Award for the
best new play of the year, and was
runner-up for the Floyd S. Chalmers
Award for Best Canadian Play. One of
hvo plays invited to repreSent Canada at
the Edinburgh Festival, it earned extmvagaot praise.
In the words of one critic, the Native
Earth Performing Arts Company (which
presented The Rer Sistm) was ‘a group
on the thresiiold of developing a very indivfdual national tbeatre”: another reviewr lauded the “skilled and inventive
ensemble players”: and a third called the
play a ‘bundle of fresh, stiong percep
tions rooted in the commonplace, built
on affection and eliciting it”
Tomson Highway is Native Earth’s
artistic _director.
._~busy with . re
_ ~. and was
nearsals ror tne group’s latest produo
OMSGN HIGHWAY was

tion (The Sa@, The Da#&r, and The
Fool) when I visited him in his Toronto

home just east of the downtown core. It
was a rainy winter morning, the kind of
weather that means everyone you know
is recoveriog from the tlu. As we sat over
our cups of coffee in a blue-and-white
farmhousestyle kitchen, his sotI voice
barely disturbed the sounds of dripping
water outside the windows. A white cat
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came in. and curled up at his feet.
His mind was on a film offer for The
RPZ Sisters that his agent was working
on. He seemed to be thinking aloud, debating his choice behveen two interested
production companies. one wfth lots of
money. the other with less - but with a
reputation for doing quality work. “My
choice is whether I want to make money
or a beautiful Mm. I wish there were
“lore people who did things because
they loved them.”
Tomson Highway is doing something
he loves - no question about that But
it’s been a long road from the Bmchet
Reserve. where he spent his early years
in what he has called “an exquisitely
beautiful nomadic lifestyle.” trapping in
v.h”er, fishing in summer. A measure of
the distance he’s come is the fact that
his hvo eldest siblings never attended
school. and to this day speak Crce and
Chipewyan. but no English. Learning to
exist. let alone succeed. in the white
man’s system was an exceptional feat
‘The Department of Indian Afihirs had
an iron grip on treaty Indians.” he recalls. We weep wards of the Crow”. The
band councils were elected, but the
chiefs were answerable to the department. In the early ’59s, India” children
between six and 16 were forced to. go to1
schools where they were ‘missionized
by the Roman Catholics. It was a” allout
policy of assimilation. The intent was to
turn Indian kids into white kids. A lot of
the kids got treated badly, it was tenible. Girls had their heads shaved. ‘Ihere
was child abuse, there was sexual
abuse.”
It isn’t a time he wants to dweii on. He
says merely. “It was a dark landscape.
When the stories come out, people will
he shocked. A lot of my colleagues born
those days arc dead, by suicide, by altoh&related violence that they levelled at
each other. Very few of us made it
through.” But he did well, going to hiih
school in Rqnnipeg. and then studying
music at_the _Univershyof Manitoba and
eventually collecting honoms degrees in
music and English from the University
of Western Ontario. ‘I was in a privileged position. I was a smattass. I always
had the highest ma& - the teacher’s
pet I learned everything to a T. got my
hvo university degrees. I was a role
model, I played the game. Now I’m
going back to tell the story.”
’
While at boarding school he had
learned to play the piano. “Piano lessons
were my through-line to sanity, 1 was
hanging. on to that.” A young professor
of music, newly arrived horn England,
became the Churchill High School student’s piano teacher. “1 was one step
away from Main Street,” Tomson remembers. referring to the city’s notori-

ous downtown strip. Wdliam Aide [now
Being “buffeted about” within this
of the University of Toronto Faculty of
emergiig system for seven years, privy
Music1 was my teacher, he noticed, and
to internal hatreds, jealousies, and
took me under hi wing. He was like a
power struggles, became yet another
father to me.” Highway studied music
rite of passage for Tomson Highway.
for two years at the University of Mauito.
The gratifying part was that he came
ba. When Aide went on sabbatical to
into contact with so many people across
England, he took his shtdent with him to
the province: kids, old people, street
study concert piano.
drunks. ‘I fell I” love with them madiy.
London in the early ’70s was Tomson
TothisdayIcaugotoanytowninthis
Highway’s artistic coming of age. ‘I was
pmvkice. any reserve, and I walk into a
lucky. I got whisked off my feet, and was
home and it’s my home. The friendship,
entertained royally. I really experienced
the emotional support is immense.”
things kom the inside. These were the
At 39, he decided it was time to make
days of glitter rock - David BowIe it ail connect. “So I started writing plays,
and lutists like David Hackney. I m,et ail
where I put together my knowledge of
sorts of musicians and artists, film-makIndii reality in this country with dassical structure,
artistic language. It
ers, and actors. Rvery night I went to see
a Mm, a concert, a play, an opera. or a
amounted to applying sonata form to the
ballet - offen two in a evening. Seven
spiritual and mental situation of a sheet
nights a week sometimes. 1 saw Joan
drunk, say. at the comer of Queen and
Sutherland, Leontyne Rice, Rubenstein,
Bathurst. As an Indian person in this
Jacqueline du Prd. The world’s best.
country, you are aware. like it or not.
Something inside me said, ‘I’m going to
that that is the first and only way most
be like that.’ ”
white people see Indians. It’s an indictAnother year at Manitoba, and then,
mcnt That% OUTnational bnage. In fact,
.with his mentor, a year at Western, and
the average white Canadian has seen
Tomson Highway was faced with a
that visual more frequently than they%
choice between music and the needs of
seen a beaver. To my mind, you might
Indian people on-the streets. ‘I asked
as well put a” Indii drunk on the Canamyself, what can I do with classical
dian nickel.”
music and the Indian people?” Chopin
Angry but not bitter. Tomson Highlost At 23. the young graduate went to
way set to work. The primary challenge
work helping with children’s recreation
was to produce works in English that
programs, prison inmates, Indians faeiug
were the equal of or better than those
the courts. One group he worked for,
produced by native speakers. Not fiuent
the Ontario Organization of Indian
in English until his mid-teens, Tomson
Friendship Centres. waafotmed in 1959
says he still dmmns in Cree, all his sto
to assist native people who had moved to
ties come to him in Cree. The ethos of
the cities, a pattern that began in the
the Cree language - quite unlike En1950s. “The immediate impact on them
glish - forms the basis of his plays.
was shock, and the result was the classic
How is the language different? Well,
image of the India” drunk on the sheet.”
first of all it’s hilarious. ‘Ihe central figsaysTomson.
ure in our mythology is a clown, a TiickDuring seven hard years he learned to
ster; who stands at the centre of our
cope within organizations
that, in
dream life.. as opposed tq the European
essence, had to become un-Indian to
content where the central &me is au agexist ‘In order to be eligible for govern-’ oniaed individual. European mythology
ment grants.” he explains, “to satisfy the
says we are here to suffer; OUTmytholoMinistry of Consumer and Commercial
gy says we’re here to have a good time.
Relations’ definition of a corpomtiou, InThe language that grew out of that
dian people! who had governed themmythology is hilarious. When you talk
selves in a hereditary system based on
Cree, you laugh. constantly.
community consensus, had to adopt the
“And secondly, it’s very visceral. You
elective system and form boards of ditalk quite openly about the tintctIona of
rectors, with presidents, vicepresidents,
the body, which in Euglish am taboo.
secretaries, and so on. Whereas the IndiThe Trickster was a very sensualchamcan system - of politics, of theology-is
ter - making love, eating - all those
a circle, a never-ending cimle, the eleo
bodilyfunctions, he celebrated them, he
tive system, the European system, is a
lived for them. The TrIckatefs most fre
straight line, what I call the Genesis to
quent conversational partner was his
Revelations line: progress, progress,
anus; In Rnglii the immediate impulse
progress, from point A to point B, until
is to censor that. but in Cree it makes
the apocalypse comes. As a result, the
perfect sense.
circle was shattered, and got stretched
‘The third distinction is that there is
open’to a straight line. The impact, psy- -no gender give” to words. By that syschologIcaRy and spiritually, was devaskm of thought the nxythological Tiicktating.”
ster is “either exclusively male “or
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both simultane
ously. I” the European languages you
must ahvays deal with the male-lemale
“cuter hierarchy. God is male. bretriw
ably. Suppose Jesus Christ had bee” a
woman?What au outrageous notion. But
the Cree rigure -8 “ever made flesh.
~Heisskictlpa6gwe ofthebnaginatio”.
No one has ever see” him.”
No one, perhaps, except the audtences
across the country who@veeqjoyed The
Ke.vg&es (a new production opens at
Montreal’sCentaur Thaatre this month);
he leaps and dances around the stage,
vidblr on4 to those characters in the
play, like MarieAdele, who are about to
die. The play. based o”‘Tomso”‘smother and her seven sisters, was workshopped at the Deba-j&mu-jig The&e
Company, West Bay, Msnitouii” Miand,
and appeared at the Native Canadian
Centre of Toronto in late November,
1986.A” immediate hit, it tells the stories of seven women, siblings and inlaws, vzhodream of leaving their reserve
to make it to the Biigcst Bi.pgoin the
World. being heid in Toronto. The only
“male” onstage is the Trickster,
Nanabush (played by Tomson’s brother.
Rene. a professional dancer) disguised
as a scaguli. a nighthawk and ftnaliythe
Bwo Master himseif.
The play is a raucous mix of the comic
and the tragic, a true retlection of what
Tomson Highway has see” in his life
time. The effect is something like the
“magical” theatre Tomso” observed in
the plays ofJames Reauey.While attending v~orkshopswith Reaney at W&em,
he had bee” impressed with the way
mythology was superimposed on the
events in the characters’lives,particular4 in The Donzel~s, a trilogy that deals
vdtb a” Irish Protestant familyin Ontario
in the 18OOs,whose feud with another
fmniiyled to violence, torture, and murder. I” these plays “ma” and the gods interact,” he recalls. “By means of poetic
metaphor, Reaney transformed Mr. and
Mrs. Donnelly into Father Sky and
Mother Earth, the seven sons become
the stars, the daughter the moon. I’ll
never forget it.”
James Reaney vividly remembers the
young student lvho supplied him with
the Cree terms he needed for Wmwsta,
exclusively female; or is

a play that used conversational Cree for
a lacrosse gsme - somethmg that had

“ever been done before. ?-le was dwer,
literary. a” am%l4 nice guy doing honours English.”he recalls, ‘and I woke up
one day and reaiiid he had a play on in
Toronto.” Reauey loved The Rez Sisters,
which he calls “a wild mix of things,
funny and sad at the SBmetime. It moves
from ordinary life on the reserve to God
as a dancer - what a knockout concept
The play mines myth and documentary.

\

and it drops the realism that Canadian
theatre tends to get saddled with. I
found it utterly fascinating.”
Reaney’s reactions were echoed
acmss the country and in Edmbutgh, as
7lts Ru Sister gave audiences a picture
of Indian life they didn’t expsct. Cather
ine Lockerbie. one of the crtlics. called
the play “a celebration: a great, sassy,
comic pulsing celebration of down to
earth woman4life.” Next on Tomson’s
agenda is the flipside of the sisters, a
play exduatvely about me” - some of
the sister’s ‘men. as well as some new
names and faces - called Drj Lips
Oughta Molts to Kapushasing, slated to
open at Toronto’s Theatre Passe Muraille in Aoril. This time around the
game is ho&y, and Nanabush assumes
female shaoes. In fact Tomao” Hiehwav
has a whole Ru cyde in mind, a &al if
seven plays dealing with different aspects of reserve Iii. The next one after
Dty Lips will .be a musical, featuring a
band headed by one of the indomitable
Rez sisters, the ‘Indian biker chick.”
Emily Dictionary.
Something exciting is happening here.
Tomson Highwayis part of the first generation of university-educated Indians:
articulate not only in Cree but in English. He is fired by the ‘astohishing re
alieation”that, contrary to what he was
told, his language, his culture, his.htsto
ry are not third rate but first rate. “Legend has it that the shamans, lvho pre_
dieted the arrival of the white ma” and
the “ear-destruction of the Indian people, also foretold the resurgence of the
native people seven lifetimes after
Columbus. We are that seventh generation.”
Last summer Tomson found himself
on a panel at the Vancouver Authors’
Festival with two West-Coast ‘angle’
playwrights. “Bornconein the audience
asked us about our roots,” he recalls.
‘My geographical mats src in northern
Manitoba,but I also have spiritual roots,
which are powerful. The angles questioned themselves, but they couldn’tfind
a solid mythology. Whereas with us it’s
passionate, eiecuic.”
He gestures to a” empty chair behind
the kttchen table, a deep blue director’s

The choices
you make
determine the play
you read!
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“john Kriznnc’s play is liter&e,
intricate, astonishing and boldly,
unabashedly theatrical.. . It
glints with subtle perceptions,
illuminations, snappy dialogue
. . . Its brilliant varied strands are
woven seamlessly into a
gorgeous tapestry that becomes a
net of allurement. . . TAMARA
is magnifico, history-making. the
theatri~l event of the year.
Maybe of many years.”
-Polly Warfield, Dmmu-Lque
0

TAMARA has been produced in
Toronto, Mexico City, Nem York
and isthe longest running play
over in Los Angelic.
0

John Krinanc’s most recent play
Pmgue, won The 1987
Governor Gennral’s award.
0

chair. “Because there’s sn Indian in this
mom, the Trickster is here. He’s an extension of my spirtt For all intents and
purposes he’s sitting here.” I turn and
look at the chair, which seems a little
less empty than it was a minute ago.

In Bookstores this Spring

“But it I were to leave this mom he’d be
gone too. There’d be no Indian spirit in

$24.95 ~;perb&

this kitchen.” Just then the phone rang,
as if on cue, b&ng
the spell. Tomson
Highway got up to answer it Outside the
windows the grey Toronto cityscape
looked eved duller than usual. 8
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Foreword by Margaret Atwood
“The outcome of the Oxford-Cambridge
boat race is a matter ofsuspense each year, but when each
ofthe venerable English nnitrersities is &ted against Canadian literature, it is no contest.
Cambridge wins by a country kilometer. . . Obviously the guide is intended to take its olace :on the
shelf of invaluable reference works:
1
- Torontq Globe and Mail 1
“The Carvhridge Guide Lo Literature in English, although a
comprehensive. authoritative, and up-to-date reference
book is also a testament to the amazing range and
vitality of the English language itself:
- Margaret Alwood, from the Foreword
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This new, illustrated, singlevolume reference
emphasizes international theater and performance in its
broadest sense. A- to-2 entries provide clear and concise
information on traditions, theories, companies,
playwrights, .practitioners, venues and events. More
than 300 photographs and drawings supplement the 1
to make this the ideal resource for theatergoers, general
readers, students and professionals.
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“She thinks that’s where she lives . . : In her dreams.
Not even last night’s
dreams. Sometimes, the dreams she thinks
she lives inare ten years oldOY twenty’

1
‘.

_

By Timothy Findley
Author% note
THIS IS the opening scene of a
play in progress: bguest is the
working title. The play is set in the
late 1960s and takes place in Ottawa. It deals with memory, and a
double crisis: a diplomat is being
investigated for homosexual activities while in a foreign posting, and
his wife, who has Alsheimer’s dio
ease. is becoming more and more
disoriented. Is anyone’s memory
valid in the light of what we need
to remember and need to forget,
choose to remember and choose
to forget in a time of crisis? And
what if we can’t remember - or a
least. not as others would have us
recall the past? Whom does mwnory serve? Ourselves, or others?
- T.F.
Cast
Harry Raymond:
Canadian Ambassador to Moscow
Marian Raymond: his wife
Diana Marsden: their daughter
Norman Michaelson:
Prime Minister of Canada
Juliet Michaelson: his wife
Mahavolitch and Jackman:
RCMP intelligence officers

ACT ONE

Aniums. Late afleraoon. Dowmstau.x
them * a ganien. A sense of on
ma by lime. Tke place has nol beea lived
in for two yaws. A wweoa juts out into
the garden at M a&z. Tkere are maay
w’ndoms.Double doors lead to a se&s of
wide St@ and the steps lead down onto
the lmon. Ugslags. an exit lea&from #e
smwoom to the rest of the house uia a
shorl staircase. Wicker chairs, a settso,.
ard tables are all pushed to owe side and
covered with aa inadequate dust skeet.
The stage is empty.

Hmc+v Yes...

. ~

DMA (Ofi I cao’t believe you’d ever
give it up.
JUUET (Ofi I can’t believe it either.
And the @den! 0h:Norman - what
fools we were.
DIANA (Offi Do we have to go in
through the house? Can’t we go this
Way?
NORMAN(Ofi I don’t see why not

:

DIANA

Nothing anywhere beats the
view up the Gatineau.Not in October.
JULIA (Taking Normor’s I$
We
we? apparwly happy ~~Y~~I,YP”ap
pNBbegty happy.
. . . Of sll the houses everywhIz
- in all our lives, we were never. never
better off than here.
True enough, I guess.
Now
Mshauelitch ewd Jackmar e&r. Botk

.

‘.

‘_.
‘_.<

:.
,-,

wear raincoats and both ore cartyin&
hand Irrggag.
I’m &aid you lads will have to take that,

..
:

in through the front
MwwoLrrcH Yessir.

“?
: :

Mahaoolilch and Jackmaw prepare lo au?.

:

NORMANOnce you’re inside, you might

.’

come down and unlock that door. (Sunmen) Where’s Mrs. Raymond?
MAHAVOLITCH Can’t

say,

sir.

_

We

;-._:.

thought she’d come round with you.
Noiwm No. No. Harry?
fUav Yes. Norman,. . . What is it?
Diana Mamdea eaters thegarden.
’
DIANAOh, my goodness. . . Wonderful! JUUET Where’sMarian?
NornmrrMichaekm eaters - pen&g to HARRI I don’t koow. Didn’tshe. . .?
let fhe othas pass be&e kim
-DIANA(breaks away: caUisg]Mother?
You care for that, Diana?
Now
NORMANShe can’t have gone far.
DIANA Yes. Oh, yes. Daddy? Do come.
Mahooolitch asd Jackman start to set
The view!
Juliet Michaelson onten -/Slowed
?&anyRayotord.

‘.

.

by

JULIO There you go, Harry. Diana
wants to show you the river.
Hany ctvssc~lo Diana. Juliet lets him
pass, hen&g becknear Norman.
DIANA Don’t look till you get here,
father. Don't
There. Howahout that!

.. ;
‘T..
:

.

_

1
.

down the luggage.

No. No. Don’t do that. Just get on with
your business. We’llfind Mrs. Raymond.
M and J (togetker) Yea&r.

-

Tkey an? - zoitk@gage.

.

:

:..

DIANAShe was with us, I swear. (toll_
ii@ Mother?
Dimto cxifs

.

:
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HARRl Oh, for Christ%sake: stop being
so goddamned diplomatic.Take off your
gOIle?
bloody white gloves! In the doubleJuu!x Not to worry.
double-double-talkof OUTbeloved External Affairs. when an ambassador is
HARRXMarian?
called
home on “special duty” - we all
Jhe;” No. Let me Dianaand I will find know perfectly
well it means he’s under
investigation.
Juliet erif.9.
NORMANYes. Well. We’ll talk about
that tomorrow.
HARRYI’msorry, Norman.
NORMAN She’ll turn up. (He looks Ofitoge, a dog begins to bark in lhe disaround the garden) You know - it’s tance.
qoite true: w were happier here than HARRYAt whose instigation, Norman?
anywhere else we’ve ever lived, me and At whose instigation was I brought
Juliet. And we’vecertainly had OUT
share home?(iVonnoa dors nol answer.) Was it
of cities. Athens, Moscow.London. . .
yours?
rllohavohlch and Jackman appear irs the
NORMANI’m only a servant, Harry. A
S~~IOOIA
and mdock the doors - tier
servant-like you.
which, they begin to amange Ihafrtrmitn;rs,
HARRYLike hell. you are. You’re the
rwzouiug Nw drtsl sheets, etc. h’onnan
bloody PM.
look3 at Ihe 7ioefl
Funny. isn’t it, given the past to say we NORMANYes. But when it comes to
were happiest in Ottawa, of all places. matters like these. the bloody PM is still
But, dear God, those hills, that river. . . . just a servant.
And. of course. OUTchildren were born HARRl Whose. then? Whose servant?
here. (,9oh at Harry) Diana was born
NORMAN. (lights cig&ette) Circum. . . where was it?Japan?
stance. The servant of circumstance . . .
HARRYThat’s right
NOR~~ANWonderful, isn’t it - the HARRV What circumstance this time?
NOR&UNWell talk about ii tomorrow. .
ridiculousstuff a person remembers.
But...
HARRY Yes. Next thing you know, you11 Hmw
remember where you were bon.
NORMANTonromw. (Beat)Today, rest
Now& (Luwgl8s- then sobers.) I’m That’s a hell of a journey you’ve just
made. Moscowto here: non-stop.
sorry. That was completelythoughtless.
HARRYYes, it was. Bui I forgive you. fi;u&D.~y;
(Ofl Marian . . ,. ?
(Hesmifes)
b$y;uy (A&osmiling) ThaCs WY big tiARRy (giving in) Yes. I’m tired.
JUUET (Ofl Yoo-hoo!Marian . . ?
I-LWRY Well - I guess I’d better get
NORMAN1?%v?1”
aboc$ this, Harry? Disused to forgiving you. I dare say. ov& ;;~~w;og hke tba: IS tins par for the
the next few days, I’m going to have to
do lot of forgh4ng.Aren’tI.
HARRYParforthe..
..Youthinkwe
DIANA/JLILIET
(Ofl Mother. . . ! Mar- keep
score? Marisn. 3. disease, 4? She’s
ian...?
Ill.Ifs a sickness.
F2m.w
NORMANI’msony.
NORMAN’Have you talked with her? HARRV
The worst part is. it has no patAboutwhy you might be here. I mean?
tern: no design. Sometimes, we don’t
Eg
No. But she’s made - or she’s even know when she’s in it. She doesn’t
- her guesses. You koow that know. And there’s notbing - there’s no
nothing officialhas been said: only that medication.All I can do is. . . watch.
I’vebeen called home “on special duly.” N&MAN I’m sorry. I am. (EeaD Look.
2; she’s not a fool, Norman. Nmther you
must have an A-l case of jet-lag.
Let’sjust celebrate the fact you’re here.
Why don’twe go find a drink?
Nortnw No.
Harry cmsse(to the edge and looks at the Nomron sta?is tcywd house.
HARRYWhere can she possibly-have

view.
ELww Yes. (Takes a ste#: stops) You
HAWY We all know what “specialdo@” know, the funny thing is - she forgets

means.
NOLAN (making&lilt 4fitl Do we?
‘2 Boo*IIx.4fwlAf.~lchll89

where she is, but she remembers all her
dreams.

NORMANDreams?

HARRYYes. She thinks that’s where
she lives : . . In her dreams. (Wuits:
laughs) Not even last night’s dreams.
Sometimes, the dreams she thinks she
lives in are ten years old - or twenly.
271s~
start UPsteps, Hany hanging back.
;;r~~~
She’ll turn up. They’ll find

:
..

HARRVShe mustn’t be harmed here,

:

Norman. No harm.
Norman and Harqjoin Afahaoolitch and
Jackmar in the suwootn. Norman sap a
J%Uwwds to them and then Ieods Ha??y
up the shainoay into lhe body ofthe kouse.

..

:.
- .

DIANA/JULIET
(Ofl Mother. . . ? Mar. ?
iao.. . ?Marion...?Mother..

:

Pause. The dog barks.
Iliatian Raymond entets. She looks bt the
uiew - peri@ the sound of the dog aC
tmcfs her cdtention - nothing more.
Diana entm.
~~AIUAN
Where have you been, Diana?

I’vebeen looking foryou everywhere.
DIANAI’msony.
MARLANAre you alone? I thoughi I
heard Juliet.
DIANAYou did. She’s. . .
MAUN AU the leaves are turning red.
Winter’s coming. Not my favourite.
Maybe the reason they’ve brought us
back is to give your father a posting in
the tropics You think? Perhaps?
DIANA I don’t know, mother. Everything happened so quickly. I got a
‘phonetalk FoF:o?p(I
lo Mimbel/ Yoiw#w
~wwzre arrtomg.” That’s really all I

.:
1

.~_,

i
. -.

::
::
.:

_

:
:

_

MAR~AN@fetzlysayingit) Liar. . .
Still at some distance, Ike dog b&s.

DIANAIt’s true, mother. I don’t know
anything...
i%+zn waves her hand for silence.

Diana listens.

It’s only some dog. Dorm by the river.
@cat) All I know is, you’re here and I’m
glad you’rehere.
MAIUANYou’re glad. Yes. (Be;0 Is he
lost? The dog. Do you think he’s lost? Or
in trouble. Which?Look- there’sJuliet
lufiet ercters.
Somebody’s lost their dog. Is it yours?
Were you looking? Is that where you’ve
been all this time? Have you seea this?
(7Rahfose) 1ilindqwwonderland!Maybe
;t%&hg dog .that s lost. Whoever bved
. . .

.

_c
.
.:
,.-.:..
. ..
. -.
.: :.
.:
:
.:.
_.-:

DL\~A I don’t really think so, mother.’
The house has beeu empty a very long
time. This is where you’re going to be
staying - you and father - until they
tell you what’s going to happen next:

%+I1

Mlonal

Biblioth&que

Library

of Canada

nationale

ducanada

M?&w 1 hope what happens next is
Cairo - or Mexico. Anywhere but
whai’s-ifS&e . .

..

l

The Nation& Llbrafy of Canada l? a federal Institution
located in Ottawa, whose main role Is to aoquire. preserve
and promote
the published heritage of Canada for all
Czinadlans, both now and In the years to come. The most
comprehensive collection of Canadiana in lhe world books, periodicals, sound recordings and other materials can be found at the National ubrary.

DIAKA You’ve been to Cairo, mother.
You and father were posted there in
1958.
(us $Dima

bL4%w

had not spoken)

Did you ever have to suffer the wonders
of rc/~&‘s-ffs~ce, Juliet7
Juua

I~uf’sits . . . ? Where?

._
. .

DIANA Moscow.

c

MAuL4NWhat makes you SOcertain I
meant Moscow? (Turning) Have you,

:

Juliet?
JULIET What7

Been there?

MARIAN

:
..

JULIET mere?
MAFJAN lfoscour.
~ -.

JLKIET Yes. We were. . .

._

MARLINLet me tell you, it was not de
lighdul . . . . It was not. . . delightful.

,,’ :

JULIET That was our last posting.

1.

MztLw

:

._‘.
:
;:

Where?
WI&s-its-+:

Ju:n;n

(She

smile

at

bat tkem u nbsotutely no resp01lse..)Moscow.
-

.:..

MARIAN Muwx4tes are pigs. . ,
JULIET

Just before

Norrie

became

Prime Mister.
I\-

.-.
:.
..

Slfine.

JULIKT Yes - well. We rather enjoyed
it there. I think it’s one of the most beautitid embassies we have. All those Eti
places! The smell of woodsmoke beech and birch and apple wood . . . .
That lovely view of the river. Not unlike
here. Except, of course, bigger. Older.
Slightly more. . .

As s major cultural institution. the NatIonal Library of
Canada sustains and shares in Canadian creatlvlly. imknowledge and information, and recognizes the need to
link past, present and future. The multicultural and multlfaceted nalurb of the Canadian mceak is rMl&sd In the
CollectIons of the Library. and In some of the special services It provides to promots’them.

(Gives 11 dazzling
smile. It vantskresat orrce.) We haven’t

For iurther informalionon the NationsIUbmiy servloesand
WllsOllons.contact: ExlernnlRslatlons. Natiood Libraryof Canada.
305 Wellinpbm Street, Ottawa. Canada KlA 0N4.

MARIAN

:
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,:
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Russian7

been to India. Or Mexico . . . . Maybe
theyli give us Mexico. You think?

1:
.

._
‘:
S.’

.:

DIANA Maybe there won’t be a posting
at all. Maybe they’ll let you rest for a
while.

‘:..

MARL+NRest? Not here, pray God. We
wouldn’twant that

I

DUVA I think daddy looks tired. Don’t
you, Juliet?

.y .y

MARWNWe will not rest here. (Listsas),
Oh, that poor dog. . .
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JLILIET Well - it isn’t something for us
to decide, anyway: whether you rest
here or in Mexico or Tunbuctoo . . . .
That’s what I always loved most about
External: someone else makes all your
decisions. The only thingyouhave to do
is catch the right ‘plane.

Juua-r

We cut it down. . .
MEUAN Aodtbeviewwas.
;..

we’d to sail out over that ravine. She
doesn’t believe me.

DIANA Isn’t that funny. . .

JUL.IETAll I remember is the free.

Norrr~an comes down into ihe srwoom
cor@g a dri”k. He kos tvmooed hia tofi
coat MahaooliIch and Jackma” havefiniJElcdscfting thefiroitwo in #lace. WhatEL’ET
coriwrsation Ilwy lrooe ioith Norman
is not hoard through the gloss windows
6nt their talk ti obviously abort their i+
wstigotiou of Hany Roynro”d. Watches
orz looked at: schedules an discussed.

MARIAN Wonderful! You could swing
light into the sky.

DIANA I don’t remember any tree.

hARMN That view. The river. . .
JULIO You used to visit us here when
Diana was a baby. After you came back
from Japan.
IvIcvIr~ There was a swing over
..
JL~.IET That’s right
Mxaw

Hangingfmmtbattree.

NIARlAN(dt@assiorsa~s)Liar.

MARK4 Electrifying. . .

IWUXV Youknow - I wear I’ve been
in this garden before. (She walks downdogo)
Juua
You have.

. .

DLVU Why did you cut it down?
Juluz_It was old. I guess. I don’t re.
.
MUIAN Dangerous and marvelloos! I
used to have dreams about letting go.
Just letting go and sailing out over that
ravine. . . . . . . . . Kmplop!
Dfiwa la&s.
with you in my lap.

MARIAN Maybe he’s found our bones,
Diana - yours and mine. Hidden all
these years beneath the leaves.
-

DIANA Well land?

Maria” smiles at Dianaand headPfor the
stops. ?~mryenters the suwvom Itom tbs
hoosa - eat-t+ (I tray with bottles and
gh7sses0” it.

thank you. Did we . . .

when

my dreams, I do.

DI&NA When we land -are

the names of the six

books short-listed for
the award, and this
year’s judges.

we killed?

handy postage-pald order form
Inserted between the covers.

don’t think you could .fall that distance
and not be killed, do YOU?
DIANA No. I suppose

not. Except in
dreams, tbinkj are diirent
MAiuAN How? Diierent?

;

HARRYOne thing about a safe house they always have the best liquor.

xu,a%

house? Did Hv

.I.
.

.

,.

:i
.:

No ona onsows: Pause.
Who were those me”? Harry?
Harry pouts a drink /or Juliet and hands
it Lohsr.
Norman? Who were they? Juliet?

DIANA But it’ only ever was a dream.
wasn’t it
MAI(IANWhat?

No ONConsaws.
Is that why we’re here? Safe house?
Policemen?

DIANA You on the swing. Me on your

she looks at Ifany.

lap. Kerplop.
M,~R~ANNo. The tree was right there.
Don’t tell me you don’t remember?

so..

. how we

:__

say. . .

itlot almost spanks - but Norma” stoPs

MARIAN Tell her. Juliet

:

:

DIANA The rules are diierent, mother.
You don’t land. You don’t die. The rules
are.. .
MAMAN Not in my dreams.

DUNA No. I don’t

-_
:

NORMANYes. And plenty of iL
IUa?izn has boon o” Ihe inshznt4fpassi”g
thmugd the doom to ths suwoom. Now
she stops in ha frocks

MARIAN Well. of course we are. You

:.

1’.

Mm
Don’t be afraid. Mummy was
always with you. I never let go of you.
Not for an instant

Ke@foP.
DIANA Are we killed?’

37for...

.-

but Mwia”

The dog barks i” the muirna

MARIANKilled?

Saa paga

Juiiot aakcs for the stops ard Diana hang back.

.

Juuer

i

I

r

JULIET Good idea. II3 getting cold.

DIANA Butonlyinyourdream.

DUNA Hmph. In my dreams I’m falling. I never Iapd.

i

.:

and Jackman exit into the

in her

MAFUN But, of course.

Thewinner
of the $5.000
W.H. Smith /Books in
Canada First Novel
Award will be
announced in the
April.~~~o@cs

;ahoolibzh

MARIAN Yes. Baby Diana swaddling clothes.

MARlANWell-in

.._
‘.
:

Now
How would .yoo ladies IIke to
cocoon;? and have a drmk - take a look

NORMANA little barren, perhaps. Nothing on the walls. Missing fomitwe. But
we can rectify ‘alltbar

DIAKA U%attree?

DLLVAWhat tree?.Where?

JULIET And the swing. of coorse. I remember the swing.
Norman comez lo the doors of the sun1oom and opens them

Is the inside still as lovely as it was?

DIANA Me?

JULIET That’s right.
MARlruu And 1 used to swing . . . way
outowrtbeedge..
.

‘.

Were they police? Policemen? Were
they...?

. they’ve caught you. At last

Hold
72s lights &de - e.zc@ron Mariarp, tobo
slrdaarly hnns ond sits 081Us stops.
I’d sell my soul for a cigarette. 0

‘_
.

_c
.:
:
-_
:
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:

can makeyozl cry becauseshe knowshow to console
as well. . . §he can take tkepublic in her arms becauseshe’s
free of me now, as ker creator.I’m touched,aladmoued,
thatpeoplegive themselvesover to my theatre’
%&lie

By David Homel

M

is one of Quebe&
most popular playwrights. whose stage has always been the darker side of family
power relations: incest, bunily violence,
anorexia, and the break-up of that cornmunity. She has written 18 plays, 10 of
which have been published in book form
by Montreal’s VLB Editeur. Laberge
won the 1881 Governor General’s Award
for tbeati with her play C’itait auapt la
gz~ne d I’Am d cilles. Laberge is equally at home performing, having played in
Chekhov, Brecht, and three of her own
works.
BiC: last uight )wn uloll anotherprire.
o
Enmpean me this time. Whrat toes it?
Laberge: It garnered me honour only.
I’m afraid. The prize is called the
“Chevalier des arts et des lettres de la
France.” The French government gave it
to me for my conbibution to the Frenchlanguage arts community. A complicated
name for a prize. but very pleasant to re
c&e.
BE: Yourplays have been succes@l
ia
Paris, espcciaffy L%omme gris.
Iabe@: That’s right. I think L%omme
g7is was responsible for winning me tbii
prize. Even though the jury was acquainted with Orbliar.they know
L’ltoHmegr* was translated into tive lanbuses, and that it played 200 times in
Paris.
BiC: Does fhat pmtie that s piay &flea
in jowl can sncceed in France?
Laberge: The language is not really
jowl; it’s more like grr/bbcois
French.
Eut remember that, when my plays are
done by French actors, they are adapted
for European French syntax. which m
ARlR MERGE

places the original QnCblcois
speech. I
write in qrlbicois
to touch a French audience. But the qxlbicois
language
doesn’t have the same emotional effect
on a French audience. A French audience wiU consider a Quebec play in
qribicois
aa folklore
or exoticism;
and
they11 laugh, which is not *hat I’m after.
r-7
- I .---‘.--.
-

So I adapt I have a colleague who works
with me, Jacques de Decker, a Belgian
writerand journalist
BiC People tkink of yaw os B pe#ection*t;

how dorr

o perfrctionist

artfonnthat is collecti’oe

work

in BN

by sahm?
Labergc 1 don’t think that being a per-,
fectionist keeps you from working with

NOWAVAI~~
first and second volumeof
the Collected Korks of
Peter Xropotkin
Introductionsby the
distinguishedCanadian
jownalist,poet and author
George Woodcock

the

by Peter Kropotkin

Inmoduetion by George Woodeoek
A fainsting account of intellcctoal
leveiopment and change set against
Ihe backdrop of a revolutionary
rmggle that pot positions, carcers,
nnd family tics at risk.
ISBM O-921689-18-7
$19.95

A

lTwulrlLJAL am
of Evolution
by Peter Kmpotkin

Factor

Inlrodaelion by George Woodcock
The classic rebuff to Darwin and
Huxley’s focus on the importance of
:ontlict in evolution.
ISBM: 0-921689-26-t?
$19.95
AV2.ILABL.EIN BEi7ER
BOOKSTORES
or contactt
RLACK ROSE BOOKS
3981 Bold SL-Lawcnt #444
Mont&l Qu&cc Canada
H2W lY5 (514)844-4076

other people. It just means that you
make life a little more dif6colt for your
coworkers. You have te be a perfe&nist if you respect yourself and your art.
After all, Iii is short!
Bick what I’m &tilcj

at is tlls rslaliow

betweea year tat aad iakat en& op getting played on stqge IRe comma pmdoclioa ofAur&lie, ma soeur at the Phcs dLr
Arts is a my Iitemi shzging ofthetart.it
stems to me. Of coome, #iv time you directed it. Bat in’ other cases, have you
beea happy wilh the pmdactIoas of your
ploys?
laberge.: If a play Is strong. well v&ten,
normally an actor should feel what the
dhzctor wants him to feel. When there is
a concordance of.feeling behveen the
stage designer and the actor and the
lighting man, the director should simply
try to crystallize and elicit each person’s
creative feelings. Last night, everyone in
the production had the Same sense of
Artifis, nmsoaw, and that’s what you
felt on stage The director has to be care
tid that the meaning doesn’t start to slip
away or change during a prod&ion.
Take AmRie, ma soear.the chamcter of
La Chatte could be played in a harder. or
know&all kind of way. but I think that
there are plenty ofiindications in the texf
that the character is still full of hope, and
that she hasn’t been spoiled by life. As
the director, that’s the way I wanted her
played. I wanted the balancing force of
love - parental or otherwise - to shine
through, the kind of love tbat!s not pos
sessive. Of course. I’ve never seen AotiIie directed by anyone else.
BiC: Last nigkf, about ha&my through
Ike ploy, I heard ooc of thi audieoce
membm stati to cg. Hourdoa thal rooks
yea &Tel?
Laberge: I heard it too. It was juti when.
A&lie says, 4 miss my sister so much
that, sometimes, it’s as though I never
had a childhood myself.” When I heard
that person in the audience cry, I
thought. My God, she most miss sommi
just as badly too! That.person’s tears
were liberating, I think. Au&lie is the
type of character who can make you cry
because she knows how to console as
well. It’s a lot less frightening to cry
when you know that someone can console you. Those tears will do that person
good in the end. A&lie can take the
public in her arms, because she’s free of
me now as her creator. I am touched,
and moved, .tiat people give themselves
over to my theatre, that they actually let
themselves go that way. Because letting
yourselfgwis a rsregift
BiC: Your the& is very emolioual, espb
tia/Iy compared to olherplayurights. Year
theotm is less oae of Spsc~ade, compamd
to Robe+ Lopage or Carbone 14.
Labege: But Carbone 14 provides a

very emotional experience too.
MC: True. But thm’remlion is not based
oa the teat, the wayyours is
Laberge: There, you’re right: emotion
never springs forth from the text, with
either Lepage or Carbone 14. It comes
from another type of equation.
BiC 77&s what se&pa apart os a more
traditional blmwiaht: YDUI&cts are aIways based b. -m&. ORthe t&t.
Laberze: That’s the wav I am! It doesn’t
bother-me any more, tbbogh there was a
time when it did.
BiC: iyly? Did you wonl to be nto+e
-m&m “.?
Laberge: Of course I did! It was sad
being nothing more than a poor little
emotional playwright, who could only
pull off a dramatic situation when the
characters were exposed in their total
humanity. their suffeling and, abandonment, their power and impotence. I remember I once wrote a play where I
wanted to be intelligent and nothing
else. No emotions no identity crises on
stage. Just because you can make an audience cry doesnY mean you’ve reached
the SWIWWU
of your art. Seeing and accepting your limits is no fun at all! At one
point for me. emotions were a limit
BiC: And now?
Laberge: Now I know I don’t have ab
enormous talent: I just have the talent I
have, and I?e got to work with it 1guess
you could call that growiog up . . . . But
that won’t keep me from trying to deep
en it, perhaps by working from tbe dark
‘side, the other side.
BiC: Ti16family is nlu~oyrthe dramatic
keart of your plays. And your families
olways seem Lobe ia’critical cooditioo.
Laberge: I don’t know too many families
that aren’t in that condition! Being in
critical condition is practically implied
by tbe word %mily.”
BiC: A familycan be in critical bat stable
condition.
Loberge: And that%often the case with
my families. In Am i’hivsr qui s’uz Cent,
the condition had remained stable
throughout an entire lifetime:ThirQ
years of failed relationships came to a
climax during that one evening at the
the&e, 30 years of life as a couple.
BE: vyor posLtdatethat tkcfomi7y is tke
boildiog block ofsocie0. that it s~oodsfor
society, what does that say oboat I#2 In
barpwticoIarpmuInce?
Eaberge: Of course, in the microcosm
of the family, the way I describe it, there
is necessarily a kind of copy, a model, of
what happens in our socieQ. Human bc
ings don’t change very much between
what tiey are in a relationship, or in a
family setting. and how they are in socieQ. The same feelings of responsihii$
and awareness are at work. You can’t
achieve lucidity in a relationship without
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achieving it in your point of view toward
society. The opposite is true too. I prefer
to show the human heart in its man&s

fears for identity that we’ve been ape&

encing all

tations in day-today life, rather than on a ’

social scale. That’s because the

giant.

al0.g.

BiC: Quebec he&d giae us free tmde an

eleclionnigbt.

-

Laberge: Yes, but I’m talking about English Canadians’ dllculty in determin-

political dimension is a little dry. when
left to itself. . . . I’ve alwys wondered

2’

ing their personalily over and above that
of the United States.
BiC: Let tm ash yen m iaeuitoble qnes-

why people, both men snd women, get
involved in polltics. What motivates
them! I know why I do what I do: the re
wards of my lie are immediately accessible. The life I iii is very gratlfybrg.Pea-

tion, giaen the natwe of yaw the&e:
what are the saurces of yaw material?
Wken I saw yutr in tke tbwba with yaw
mother, teetchi3g a play about (I mast xs
usual and irwgxlar family sihrotian. I
wandered what the goad lady might kave
been tkinking.
Labergo: I don’t think she was wonied,

pie tell me secrets they would nevw tell
aoyone else, even people I don’t know.
But men and women in politics are the
most dubious sort. Would you trust
them. would you tell your darkest secret
to a politician? No. of course not But
there is something human about them
once you get them in their family setting. That2 the only way I could write
about them.
Bit: Lti me ga (1littlefirrthet into the social aspect fi’ourdmnetic moment is aG
nays the size srrlreepeople suddenly find
that they’refed up. . .
Laber@ They are breaking-point dramas.
BiC: Iivctzkiogpoints tkat remind us afa
tiaic whee Quebec wes caltectively going
tkrat!gh its awe b@ breeldng paint, aJ?er
the grande noirceur aud DepIes&s

..
:

since what I write about is totally diirent from what really happened to me, ia
my family. After my first play, people
asked me, ‘Was that the way it was in
your family?”And I answered, “No. I’m
not telling my story, I’m telliings story.”
My family understands what I write;
they know it%not about them. I write 5ction. My sources are my own. what I
feel. My way of feeling is more importsnt
than the events that might have inspired
those feelings. I don’t write autobiography. My family doesn’t feel that they are
being exposed to public view;that3 simply not the case..

; :.

Laberge.: If you look at incest you see
that it’s essentially an abuse of power an abuse of power in the family that
plays on the emotions.It’s also a total de
nial of the individual’sbeing. It’s a very
powerful source - which is why the
Greek tragedy-writersfastened on it. It’s
dlfficoltfor the human being to dissociate emotion, and sexuality,and sensuality, wd feelings of love and loyslty.Wken
Au&lie talks about ignorance, you understand that escaping from ignorance is
a loog process. Even though sexualifyin
oar so&e@is spread all over the place in
some ways, its real essence is kept hidden: its power, and its power relations.
You can crush it or keep it down or e
press it, but it’s always there. Incest for
me is linked to anorexia,like in Llamae
gr&; it’s the same relation. The stomach
of the anorexic feels hunger, it wants
food, hut the need for control is greater;
the ssme tbmg cao be done with a person’s sexuality. Had I personally suffered from incest, I would probably he
discussing it froin a single, constant
point of view, which is not the way I
write. But can I really claim.not to’have
suffered from incest? Perhaps I don’t
even know the troth. I once met some
one who had been drinking, who was
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BiC: Incest has became a dominant
tksme in yaw wark, iwlrrdiag in Aw+lie,
the play currently being staged: It’s a
theme that’s grown ix aisibilily lately, an
outside ofConada taa.

r&72.
Laberge: Aweminess that began to tnm
aggressive. you could say. At the same
time. I’mnot sure you could link my theawe directly to a political dimension.
Look at me: I wss born in 1950, I don?
have an enormous knowledge of the
past. but my feeling is that Quebec has
shvays had ao attitude of struggle. It’s always an alternation of struggle and fear
- and fear won the I?&rendmn. But as
soon as our stmggles begin to fade or
lessen, we pick them up again. That

keeps us young. We struggle but we’re
tid at the ssme time. In this dialectic
is a frenetic sesrch for who we are, snd
for the right to live the way we we. It’s
the fundamental struggle of all human
beings, and I think that’s what makes
Quebec interesting as a place to live. I
constantly feel the threat of the angliclzattonof Quebec I feel that threat, but
it helps create our strength too, because
it shows us how French we are.
BiC: II%/2the slgrr-lowguage
iswe, we’ue

came into a time when the impulse to
fight hm returned.
Laberge: And it’s about time! Not only
is it legltlmate. it’s essential. And it’s an

essential part of the vitality of Canada
too. not just Quebec. The English Caoadisns are part of this struggle, whether
they know it - or like it - or not. ThaVs
why they are afraid of losing Quebec.
Mth the fiw trade issue, English Canadlansw8lhavetogothmughthesame

Marvellow Century
33 George Woodcock

The 6th Century
-century of Judaism,
Christianity and Islam: of
Pythagoras and Buddha
- masterfully recreated
814.95
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Northrop Frye:” Shakespeare
By Northrop Fr_~e
Winner of the
1986 G&ernor’s General Award
$14.95
J?lUS
Everyman and Medieval
Mirac,le Plays-$9.95
Fanny Hill-SI2.95
Plato’s Republic- $9.95
and Rousseau’s
The Social Contract
and Discourses 59.95
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drunk. and she said to me, “My father
BiC: L%omme gris was tkastated into
made love to me.” The next morning
En&h too, and played in Tomato.
vzhen she was sober. when I asked her
Iaberge: Yes. It was called Night. Hard
about it, she was totally incapable of IP
to find a title . . . and the production
memberlng it - it was a completely rewas not good. Very bad, in fact
pressed memory. When you think about
BiC: What happaaed?
what that implies. it’s a little disturbing.
Laberge: It was just very bad direction.
BiC: Yen awe brought up in the maxtry’
BiC: What didn”tthey wrdemtaad?
Iwrca~ yen?
Labergs: ‘Ihe fundamental relation6hip
Laberge: I’m a country girl. but my
of the play. They didn’t see the daughcountry has since turned into the city.
ter. For them. the daughter was simply a
When I was a girl there were cows in the
walk-on, a speawatier. That made the
Geld in front of my house. and a foresL 1 entire meaning .of the pbiy disappear.
spent the first 12 yeti of my life there.
The man did his monologue, and the
in LXncienne Lorette. It’s become a sub
daughter just stood there like a walk-o”.
urb of Quebec City since then, though in Whereas the theatricality of the play is
the old days the city felt like a long way
in the relation between the hvo. When a
away. especially since we didn’t have a
director wants to do L’homme gtis [pub
car. Frum the attic window - all us
lished by Methuen of England, Rina
daughters slept in the same room - I Fraticelli. translator1 and he tells me that
could see the liihts of Quebec CiWglit- you need a very good actor to play the
tering at night. I always remember that
father and a” adequate actress to play
when Im in Paris or any other bii ci& at
the daughter. I always tell him that the
night: I think how far I’ve come to be in- opposite is true. It takes a really great
side a city. I’m a country girl who’s be- actress to play the daughter, and a good
come a city woman. I need the country
enough actor for the male role. If you
to relax. or write in. but I could never
don’t know that, you’re going to screw
live full time there.
up the whole thing.
BiC: Is it a?yirr~aginatior,or are t/:ere 0
BiC; Stfll, them’s eaaagh stage direction
lot ojw/arianzs iii par too*?
tkat should indicate the snbtlety of Ilie
Iaberge: There’s a summer kitchen in
&ughtds acting in the ptay.
Lab-e:
Yes, but the directions apparL%se d C&s, and there’s a solarium in
ently don’t tell some people enough
.4atilfe. The solariw” is an addition to
about the daughter’s internal workings.
the house, but it’s not quite the house,
I’ve seen a lot of stagings of L’hommc
because you’re almost outside. I”
LRonwwgris, everything takes place in a gris. I don’t go any more, it hurts too
much. Most of the time directors undermotel room. it’s very claustrophobic, and
stand half, or maybe a quarter of what
dangerous too. The more you go outmakes the. daughter tick. In France, the
side. the more you can sense the outdaughter was portrjlyed as someone psyside, the better the chances for the spirit
chologically messed up, someone half
to escape. to take wing, to have contact
spaced out on medication, whose underwith the outside world. The solarium is
stand@ was deadened, who practically
the image of openness, while retaining a
didn’t listen to her father. But if she
sense of protection. Unfortunately. I
don’t have one in town. and besides, I’ve doesn’t listen to her father. there’s no
more play - it’s finished.
“ever had one in my Me!
Bit2 Wacthat thepmbter ia the Tomato
BiC: Ofall yaarp~ays, has L’homme gris
pmduction?
hod Ihe 112ost
staging?
Iabege: That wasn’t the case in TomnLaberge: Yes, because it’s been iranslatto. First of all, they didn’t have enough
ed the mosL
time to rehearse, only two weeks. no
BE: l!‘hy lhat play is parficu~r?
weeks isn’t enough to rehearse one of
Iaberge: That’s a question I absolutely
niy plays - or anybody’s play. in fact.
can’t answer. I’ve speculated plenty, but
Just because there’s only one speaking
I’ve never found the answer. Why is that
part doesn’t make it any easier. Eve” if
play so attractive? Perhaps 1 can offer an
answer. One day, a woman. a professor,
you work eight houis a day, that doesn’t
solve the problem. First of all, when
told me. ‘There has never been a Greek
myth where a daughter killed her fa- there are only hvo actors on stage. YOU
ther.; I think th?L socially, Uzonrr,l~ g?is can1 work eight hours a day. You keep
takine thines out of the actor without
has been pOpUlar becauSe SOCtety 1s
ever-putting
anything back in. Reready to accept that a daughter can raise
hearsals a for replenishing. not just for
her hand against her father. Fondamentally. the vision of woman ln society has
emptying yourself, then saying we’ll
start over agal? tomorrow.
changed. A woman can do that without
~. The
_. theatre.
her action being seen as something fool- is more complex than that. You cL0n.t
ish or insane or absurd. It’s a sign of - just keep going over the text until it’s
changing times. That was this woman’s tight. . ..AllIeanhopeisthatthetext
opinion; perhaps she’s right
is strong tiough so that something will

_._.

come through. Most of the time that’s
what happens.
BiC: Is La Guerre g l’Anse ti Gilles
ever pla>td in Ea#sh?
Iaberge: It was read in Toronto, and in
Montreal at the Playwlghts’ Workshop,
and at the IJb” Repertory in New York
Good things happen at the Ubu. Dwlng
the reading of L’homme @s then% there
were hvo psychiatrists in the hall, and a
woman who had bee” anorexic. The psychiatrist c& up to speak with me, and
the woman was standing nearby, and
she said. /my did the daughter do that?
Why did you have her Id11her father?” I
asked her, 7Vhat bothers you about it?”
‘I was an anorexic for ten years, and I
understand everything you’re saying in
your play,” the woman answered me.
‘But now the girl is going to go to
prl&n. They’re going to lock her up, and
that’s awful.” I told her, ‘No, she won’t
go to prison. They’ll analyse her father’s
blood and see how much alcohol it contained, and they’ll look at her record
from the psychiatric hospital that she’s
just left, and how all her dreams spoke
of incest, and they’ll understand that,
very likely, her father intended to assault
her sexually. and she defended herself.”
That seemed to comfort this woman. tid
she said, “Oh, in that case, iI3 all right”
Then the psychiatrist said to me, your
play could not have ended any other
way. The daughter would have died had
she not tried to liberate herself that
way.” Then the woman said, “Yes, I
kno\ir you’re right, but 1 was so afraid a
they were going to lock her up.” It was
just incredible having a reaction like
that! They believed in that character of
mine. In reality, I had no control over
that character any more. or over the way
the play ended, and I certainly was not
aiming for a violent end to it
BiC: Whaf are yor worki&?on room?
Labe@z I’m going off to Paris tomorrow. to give some t%ks and read At&lie
in a the&e in Paris. There are bii plans
for AurUie in Paris for next year. I’m
about to start work on a new play that’s
been inside my head t%r the last couple
of years. arid that I’m about to write. I’m
going to shut down the phone and start
working. I’m nervous. and excited too.
and afraid, all at the same time. I’m also
doing a screenplay for a TV film. which a
producer is looking at. I’d like to do
something in that medium.
BE: Any othaplanssfor tksfitwe?
Laberge: I’d like to get back on stage.
Acting is the most direct relation with
people. You can wite, or direct, or t.v to
transmit your thoughts some other way,
but being on stage is the best way to find
out about the quality of a play. When you
act, you’re talking directly to the public
It’s really the place to be. m
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Back@
barbecuingis hotter than ever as summertime becomes tlie
most popular season for home entertaining. Now in THE CANADIAN
LIVING BARBECUE AND SUMMER FOODS COOKBOOK comes over
175 tasty recipes for barbecuing and cool sumnicr dinhg.
176 pages of beautlfuul full-color photos ad information on equlpment and techniques. along with hbulous menu ideas make thls the
perfcct gift book for the sommec cook.
March - 819.95 @perback)
O-394-22077-3

From the editors of Canadian Living comes this b&uifol hardcover
desk diary for 1990 celebrating the Canadian par. For every season,
there are wonderful ideas for food and ctafts, family activities, .
decotaring and entertaining. Over 100 stunning color photographs,
pmctical month~t-a-glance pages and weekly spreads all done up in’ a
beautiful slip case
June - 014.95
O-394-22105-2
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“Fast” and ‘%lsy” are two of the most popular words in cooking
today. &t the same rime, healthy, natural ingredients and meals witb
style a& also In demand. THE CANADIAN iWING RUSH HOUR
COOKBOOK delivers all this and mote with over 200 fist and
fabulous rcclpes for everyday meals 1modcasual entertainintt. Featuring
special rush-hour menus, a 100 menu med-phnttec. ptacti& kitchenintorotation and 192 pages of gorgeous full-color photos. this is a
book that will brighten enyone’s
“rush hour”
September - 824.95 (hacdcover)
o-394-22088-9
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a$3Pqx%bti~c&mce
Vintage is celebnting its 35th annivemry in a whole new way a great new look, a dynamic new approach, and new friends
in Canada! This spring, Canadian Vintage Paperbacks round out
thevintage collection with Janice Kulyk I$e.efer’sConstellutiom
and’John Hawkes’ ~WWtlejacket.
Celebrate the best fiction and literary non-fiction from classics
to contemporary. Welcome to 1989 - a Vintage year.
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Readers z&Meres&d in Shawls hobbyhorses may be
tempted to skip. But those who do will miss the fill richness
of what Yeats called ‘the sewing-machine that smiles’
ByrthmrMoore

ALL AUTOBIOGR4PHIES,~

WrOt@ George

Bernard Shaw (18561950). “are lies.” As
usual, however. he made ao exception of
his ova case: ‘Everything about me that is
of the smallest public interest has been
told. and wry well told, by myself.” Unable
to match the elusive Shakesoeare
in
anonymity. as in so much else. lie set out
to achieve the opposite: a persona so pub
lit. and a body of witing so permeated by
that persona. that post@riQ would be kept
as busy iinding Show among a million lies
as~6~polatily
Shakespeare from tw@nQ
Aod the strat@&tyworked. The Shakespare industry today is rivalled in size and
growth only by the Shaw indushy. There
ax Shav: Societies all over the globe, Shaw
festivals
(Canada’s among the best
known). musical adaptations. films and
carid seminars. Battalions of graduate stodents. in every modem kmgoage. vie for

She&m liooks on which to hang their theses. Books and learned journals tlutter off
the univetity presses;and
(dearer to his
ghost) those of commercial publishers, digesting and excogitating and growing by
!vhat they feedon.
Shaw wrote no single autobiography.
Having talked about himself in many
books, he declined to cover the subject in
one - especially since it might give the lie
to the stories already in print. “I find I can’t
go over my autobiographical stuff again,”
he told Frank Harris in a characteristically
transparent alibi, “not only from lack of
time, but born loathing.” The idea of a maraliiing prophet with a loathsome past so attracted ltagiographers that long before he
died the chronicles began to appear, some
of them partly fabricated by the subjecL
Much of the ground has been well tilled
since. But there has not until now been a
comprehensive biography comparing established facts, and. other contemporary
versions of the truth. with the malarkey
GBS circulated during his long lifetime more oRen to win converts, women. and
notori@Q than to record the past.
The accomplished
Victorian scholar
Michael Holroyd has undertaken to fill this
gap, and we now have the first volume of
his longawaited three-part biography, cov@ring the 42 years from George (“Sonny’)
Shaw’s in+dticant
birth in Dublin to the
celebmted G. Bernard Shatis marriage in
London to Charlotte F’ayne-Townshend in
1898. Holroyd collates fact and fiction
meticulously, and waps the collation in a
skeptical and sparkling prose that rivals
the master’s own.
The book contains everything you may
want to know about Shaw. and possibly
more than you ever wanted to hnow about
the motley cast. meek and mighQ, who
cmssed his path and ended up in dnmatlc
aspic. ‘Stglla, Stella.” wrote his pen pal
Ellen Terry to Mrs..F%trick Campbell, the
frrst Eliza Doolittle. “shut your ears tight
against this hlameying Irlsh liar and actor
He will fill his fountain-pen with your
he&
blood and sell your most sacred
emotions on the stage.”
But not all of Shars family, friends. and
quondam hosts are as fascinating as these
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twolife forces. or as worthy of study as the
socialist Beatrice Webb, who confided to
her diary that Shaw’s defects “come largely
from the flippant and worthless e&cornplacency bmoght about by the worship of
rather second-rate
women.” Holroyd
demonstrates that Shaw. in his search for
love. pursued a larger number of these
than has been acknowledged.
The~aEairs. often simultan6ous. acquit
him of the frequent imputation of sexless.
oess or impotence. They also demonstrate
his remarkable talent for pmjection: the
p@rsonaliQ with which he endows each
lady is nearly always more appealing than
she is. But mainly they demonstrate that
the inteltectoat/voluphny
syndrome - cf.
Arthur Miller/Marilyn Monroe - is universal. and that GBS. like others before
and after him, saw no contlllt of interest in
the use of his crltlcal and pmfessional clout
to further his conquests. Of greater p$ychological interest is Hotmyd’s detailed
analysis of Shaw’s lifelong predilection for
playing mkro e d fmis with his manied
&lends - as tYle poet Marchbanks does in
that carefully muted sex-play, Cordida.
The above quotations from Ellen Tenyk
letter and Beatrice Webb’s diary illustrate
hvo of the gold mines available to chroniclers of the Victorian em. The tirst half of
Shawv’slong life coincided with the zenith
of letter-writing. the aural calm before the
storm of telephony. It was also an age. now
retired by television. when most literate
women and many men nightly wrote up
their diaries as a matter of course. Both
letters and diaries, moreover. provided puritans (whether fmm choice or n@c@ssiQ)
with an admired means of sublimation: animal urges distilled into human eloquence.
and revenge into literaly satisfaction. Show
was one of the great letter-writers in a
world of great letter-writers. and they athlleted each other’s correspondence. He
also kept a diary.
But the biographer blessed with this em
barmssment of riches also faces the intim;
dating range of G. Bernard Shads nmnicnII~I nib. So. it most be said. does the
reader of a biogmphy of G. Bernard Shaw.
Holroyd covers the foll range like a cool
polymath. Is the reader ready to follow?
In addition to theatre and his plays
(which Holroyd anatomizes with wit and
br@viQL Shads interest and influence extended to politics, economics local govemment. religion, military affairs, boxing.
music, the visual arts. dance. shorthand.
publishing, Qpography. phonetics. lingois
tics, medicine. public health, food. how
ing. the press. the occult, indusm. labour.
the de&b penalQ, female s~li?age.~ ancient
and medieval history. German phdosophy,
and Irish anything.
That’s the short list: he had an opinion
for every occasion. The economist James
Mavor (my maternal grandfather. whose
name Shaw stole for Candida’s husband
James Maw Morell) wrote: ‘GBS. who
dislikes everything Scot@ and has never
been in Scotland. finds his model for startdard English in Sir Johnston ForbesRobertson. who is an Aberdonian. This is
not due to perverse humor. but to rare per-
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spicacity.“~Mavor called Shaw’s grasp of
economics ‘amusing and superficial.”
But if Shaw was not equally expert in all
of the above subjects. who is? Authorities
in each specialty did (and still do) object
that he uttered srrant nonsense, but they
were never able to do it in concert - as
Shw very well knew. His technique before
audiences and readers was to go around
the clock. punchiog out one target +fter another. always pass*
on to the next (on
the laoghj before the previous victim and
his supporters could gather their wits.
Those unable to follow the succeas’~e sub
jects had the consolation of laughter. and
owasionaUy of learoily
This is the case here. Readers uninterested in some of hi hobbyhorses, or onequipped to criticize either Shawtis premixes or Holroyd’s judgement in each case.
may be tempted to skip. If they do. they
will miss the full richness
of the phenomenon Yeats called “the sewing-machine that smiles.” But getting the whole

man in is hard. In pursuit of a speck4 interest that crosses decades, Holmyd resorts
to ganging history by subject rather than
chmnology. Keeping track of one thread
we race forward in time and back again.
‘Ihis can he cotising,
although the alter
native, in light of the number of threads involved, might be worse.
Just as explaining a joke, no matter how
well. is inevitably less satisfactory than the
joke itself, Holmyd’s superbly cratled cornmentary is sometimes upstaged by his qo*
tations corn GBS’s own witings. What we
get is an extended Holroyd setting for the
selected pms of Shaw, which is unfair to
both: the subject has a Ilcence for ambiiity and lies. while the biographer is bound
by precision and truth. But Holroyd has
pinned and mounted his exotic specimen
with loving care. GBSs great discovery, he
says, is “the device of pretending to be
what he was - but with a comic exaggeration that pmmpted disbelief.” That will do
nicely until Volume II. 0

Ourmost radicalpolitical theatre may have
died because it was too successfzll
ByAlanFilewod

A PUBLIC NUISANCE: A
Hrsrolw OPTHE -Es

TROUPE
by ChrisBmokes

of the Mummers Troupe is
one of the most imporiant that can be told
of the alternative the&e movement that
mnsformed Canadian the&e in tbe 1970s
It’s a story that has much to tell us about
the ditlicolties of creating political art in
Canada, about the censorship implicit in
our funding patterns, about the ways in
which theaee can be a useful and pmdoctive political tool for oppressed communities, and about the often overlooked but
fruitful theatrical traditions of workingclass Canadians.
For the 10 years of its lie (1972 to 1993..
the Mummers koupe pioneered Ihe ptinapies of what is today called “popular theatre,” the appliiation of the&e as3 political instrument
‘by oppressed
or
marginalized communities. The hwope’s
work bears comparison with such American companies as Bread & Poppet and the
San Francisco Mime Troupe, and the
British group 7% And in some ways, the
legacy of the Mummers may be greater

THE HISTORY

than those of its more celebrated cousins.
Its brand of cocky, raw collective creations
became a fixture of the SL John’s theatre
scene (which is still c&red in the Mummers’ old home in the LSPU Hall on Victoria SL). Perhaps more importantly. the
Mummers’ interventions
in community
struggles inspired adult educators in Africa
to similar work. and this in turn has
spawned the current widespread promotion of popular tbeatre as a form of conxnunity animation by development agencies.
For most Canadians who rexogniae the
nsme, the Mummers’ reputation rests on
the ha&id of shows’that towed the mainland, particularly the 1978 Tlrsy Club SC”‘+
Don’t ?Ywy?, an angry satire on the aahsealing media circus (a metaphor that gave
the show its tbeatical forn4 that was one
history. In Newfound&d
ihe Mummers
are remembered first of all for their revival
of the traditional Christmas mummers’
play, in which for the first time in generations St. George and the Turkish Knight
and bars acmss.tbe prwince. Ani
the troupe is remembered in St. John’s not always fondly - for its extraordinarily
bitter internal shxggles. which eventoally
involved the city’s arts community. The
embers of that conflict still smoulder 10
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years later, and Chris Bmokes’s memoir of
the the&e he founded will certainly inflame them.
Bmokes was one of the most talented of
the generation of directors who came of
age in the late 1960s and left an indelible
imprint on the subsequent development of
theatre in Canada He is also a gifted writer. and in A Public A’nhrisancehe reflects on
the history of the Mummers with the uncompromising analysis, provocative radicalism. and easy style that later made him
a first-rate journalist on CBc’s “Sunday
Morning.” This account is ao immensely
lively testament to a remarkable experiment, and a valuable retlection. honest to a
fault, on the contradictions of a political
theatre that could never get its i&xoal politics shaight Even so, Bmokes cannot sup
press the mischievous streak that so i&ated those who came into mntlict with him.
At the end of bis narrative he appends a lit
of facetious skiU4esting questions that are
guaranteed to raise a&v blood-pressure
readings.
Like many of the Canadian alternative
the&es of the 1970s. the Mummers began
as a collective. Unlike most of them. the
koope saw collective creation not just as a
means of developing an indigenous Caoadi-
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ple of the theatre of its
in Ontario, companies
like Theatre
Passe
Muraille declared their opposition to the
institutionalid
colonialii
of the regional
the&es
that in the early 1970s still
sneered at Canadian plays. In Newfoundland, however, there was no institutional
theatre. and for a while it appeared that the
w_~~rs
would eashfine .@e principles of
political radicalism and collective CreatiOn
as the basis of a regional thqtre
in the

.

..

.

fullest sense of the term. That pm&t ran
afoul of tbe Canada Council, whiih as esrly
as 1973. after the Mummers had satirized
federal cabinet ministers in its first cornmonily documentary Gms hfoiorm
beated
in collaboration with fishing wmmunities
slated for relocation to make room for Gras
Mome park). rebuked Bmokes for caricsturing real people; this, he was told,
amounted to “political not artistic” theatxe.
The Canada Council under successive
heads of.the theake se&on tried in vab~ to

.’

.

administrative principles while hying torespect the troupe’s political mandate.
Bmokes responded that those principles
made his mandate impossible..
Ironically. the Council was also the
troupe’s most loyal patron in the absence
of provincial funding. One of the sorriest
episodes of the recent Canadian theatre
(about which Bmokes is more generous
than 1 would have expected) had to do with
the hostility of Newfoundland’s Director of
Coltoral mrs
(at tbe time the pmvince
had no arm’+length arts council). who encouraged the schism that destroyed the
troupe - and whose enmity was forever
assured by a mysterious cream pie in his
r&e at a Toronto gala The splinter group
of actors blamed the schism on Brook&s
betrayal ofthe company’s collective and so
cialist mandate: 10 years latef. that faaion,
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The must important lesson is that. as
Bmokes puts it pithily, as the twig is bent,
so the tree will grow. Tbe tragic imny of
the Mummers Tmupe is that Bmokes was

now called Rising lide ‘Theatre, is the resi-

deut company in the pm\%cially conkoUed
Arts und Culture Centre, where it perfunus
au undistinguished seasun of mainstream
PW.
In its day the Mummers Tmupe created
a new kind of political performance in
Cunada by putting the cmnpauy at the SW
vice of communiQ action agencies - P
principle that has been adopted since with
more dumbiliQ by Catalyst Theatre in Edmonton. Rejecting what he called Theutre
Passe Muraille’s “bring them back alive”
approach in such community documentaries as 77x Fwa Slzow. Bmokes insisted
that the theatre must work with the groups
that create the aeenda and structures of
political change. To that end. the Mummers worked with
unions in the mining twus of Buchans and
St. Lawence: with Oxfam for a show on
the Third-World economics of the inshore
fishes ic TbW’s T/ml Cot To Do Wfh T/M
Prim uf Fish?; cith the CommuniQ Planning AssuciaUon of Canada in a shovr on
urban rcnewl:
with Native groups in
Labrador. and. in a reversal that says somethin.9 about governmental cynicism, with
the provincial government in They Club
SC& DXl’f my?.
Becase of that insistence.

the plays of
the ivIummers Troupe were designed tu re.
tlect the performance values of the speciiic
target audience. In the year that I spent
with Ihe troupe I had the chance to see
several of the show in their double inear-

nations in Newfoundland and on tour in
mainland Canada. It was clear to me that
what wus effective and true when played to
an audience involved in the issue became
something very different when transported
elsewhere. I first met the Mummers in
1974 when Brookes to&the troupe to cre
ate a people’s history of the strike-torn
mining town of Buchaus. 1 will never forget
the thrill and the raw political power of
Compmzy Tmun when it played in Buchans
and in mining towns in Atlantic Canada,
nor will I forget the fmsbation when it was
dismissed in Toronto a8 u worthy but
inartistic imitution of Theutre Passe MUnille. The inabiliQ of mainland critics to
appreciate
that the Mummers” plays
emerged uut of different cultural priorities
bud severe implications on the compauy’s
profile tu funding bodies. The principle
that cummuniQ art must take its aesthetic
standards fmm its audience is probably the
second most important
lesson to be
Iear@ from Bmokes’s memoir.

unable to establish a structure that could
survive independently of his creative leadership. He founded the troupe under the
legal fiction of a non-profit corporation
called Resource Foundation of the Arts.
and proceeded tu ignore the obligations
that status brought. It was the 1970s: the
game was tu Knd ways to use the system
against itself. But the system retaliated
when the Mummers acquired the LSPU
Hall and the ruts community in St. John’s
woke up tu the fact that Smokes controlled
what was legally a public fuundation. In the
wake of the ensuing battles Bmokes found
himself the pmprietur of a privately owned
company. while the LSPU Hall. renamed
the Resource Cenw of the fut+ became a
truly public foundation that IS still the
mainstay of the Newfoundland theatre. Dia
illusioned. Bmokes hit off to Nicaragua for
8 new lie as a journalist. leaving the cornpany in the hands of Rhonda Payne. who
valiantly kept it ilive for hvo tinal seaam%.
In the United States, Bread & Puppet
and the San Francisco Mime Tmupe still
muddle on; in Britain, 7:84 is losing ground
tu Thatcherism. Cynics might argue that
the survival of these companies attests tu
their ultimate ineKectiveness. In Canada.
for reasons this memoir so clearly reveals.
our m&t radical political theatre may have
died because it was too successful. 0
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AT THE HOUSE
ON PINE STREET
Herron writes wItb un Irishmunk
impish .senseof humour iu this
entertainment on the themes of
low. life und the rllerlife. Feutured is P trams-Atlmtic mCnug&troh tbut is suddenly campressed
into one bouoel~old.

Macmillan

of Canada
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No wings, yet
By

carol Bolt

THE REZ SISTERS
byTom=.” Ht&w
TOOhtSDN
HlGfflVAYSThe Rn Sktm takes us from the Wasay-

ehiga” Hill lndlln Reserve on
Mnniroulin
Island to the
World’s Biggest Bingo in
Tomnto. It’s a free-wheeling.
unforgettable journey in teniflc
company. the Re.2 sisters, all of
them full of energyand honesQ
and dreams and lii.
There is Pelajia Patchnose.
rho wants paved mads “so people will stop fghtbtg and screw
ing amund. and Nanabush will
come back to us because he’ll
have paved roads lo dance on.”
There’s Atmle Cook, who wants
to go to Toronto to go to all the
record stores, listen lo all the
live bands ‘and drink beer quietly, not noisy and crazy like
Philomena
here.” There’s
Moosebait. who wants only a
toilet “big and ride and very
white." And there’s MarieAdele
Stybkmket rvh6ha.v cawer and
who counts her 14 childm,” on
;thecyts 0’. her whtte”;;i,;t
‘Slmo”
Matth’ew, Jaoir. hcky. Ricky:
Be”. Mark, Ron. Don. John.
Tom, Pete, and Rosemarie.”

nhri&dde longs for a” island.
‘the most beautlhd, incredible
island in the whole goddamn

vlorld” for her 12 Starblanket
boys and two St&u&t
girls.
In all. there are seven vital, re
markable women: and we also
meet Nanabush. the trickdter.
disguised as a seagull. a dishrbily spirit whom only MatieAdele and the mentally disabled
girl. Zbabooniga” Peterson, can

see.
ZHABOONIGAN
Don’t fIy &ray. Don’t go. I
saw you before.mere. there.
It was 8. Screvrdrlver. They
put a screwdriver ioakle me.
Here. Remember. Ever lots
of blood.The hvo white boys.
Left me in the bush. Alone. It
was cold. . . . Ever nice
white bud you . .
Wasaychigan Hill is ‘plain.
dusty, boring. . . old Wasy”
where the “old man h&to go
the hundred miles to Espanola
just to get a job” and the ‘%oys
Gone to Toronto. Only
&& educated India” boys can

they’re gentlest with each
other, wbn their journey has
taken them simply and directly
to the heart of the matter. the
Bingo Belly’s ghost like a mist. stage erupts again. Nanabush.
hovering in the air over the in disguise as the Bingo Masbingo tables, playing bingo like ter, lets everyonp in the audiit’s never been played before,“, ence play one warnlvp game on
the bingo cards included with
and where Nanabush courts
Mar&Adele, dancing with her, each program.
Whoever wins this warmap
begging her to fly away with
game, it isn’t the Rez sisters.
him.
Marie-Adele tells him she has Then the biggest bingo In the
no wings *. . . Yet.” Besides,
world is called, for the hi pot
she is going to Toronto. For they all want. (“A HALF MIL
tests. And to play the biggest L.ION smackeroos! If you play
Bingo in the world witb her five the game right’?. They do everything
they can to win.
sisters.
Pbilontena plays 27 cards. But
It is.when the women start
when they realize it isn’t going
out for Toronto,
driving
through the night, that the
to work, they storm the stage.
complaining that the game is
story becomes most haunting.
While the others stop to change unhir. It’s a wonderful moment
a tire blown out on tbe pitch- of the&e. as the Bingo Master
changes to the Night Hawk and
dark midnight highway, Marie
waltzes away with MarieAdele.
Adele meets the Night Hawk,
the dark side of Nanabush. He
The Rez sisters return to the
reminds her that she’s dying reserve without Marie-Adele.
and she’s terrified. She talks Although the play’s final seabout her husband. Eugene:
quence scents empQ tiithout
her. perhaps we are feeling the
I I could be really mad. just
same loss tbe characters feel.
raging ma” just wnna tear
ARer all. for hvo hours we have
his eyes out with my nails
been part of an extraordiwhen he walks in the door
nary. exuberant, life-affirming
and my whole body goes
family. q
“k-k-k-k”. .
find decent jobs these days.” It
is also a world full of poetry and
spirits, “where on certain nights
at the bingo . . . you can see

She talks about “the cmve of
his back, his breath on my
neck. Adele, kiJa-g&we-tin
oonm. making love, always in India”, only. When we still could. I
can’t even have him inside me
anymore. It’s stilj growing
there. The cancer.”
“Pelajia,” she expl@ns in
Cree. “Erm-pay-seek-srryor.

Pelajll, I’m seared to death.”
The six women continue together toward Tordnto 8s Pelajia tries to comfort MatiwbJele.
You know, one time, I knew
this couple where one of
tbe”~was dying and the other
one was angry at her for
dying. And she was mad becausehe was gonna be there
when sheiwasn’tand she had
somuch.lefttodo. .
We have seen the sisters raging at each other in a remarkable sequence. a riot of every
conceivable insulL Now, when

By John Gilbert
Iwo PLw.3 LITlIE
!iiz%%r
byviUmi0Rossi

and

ONg OF TIIHEspin-offs of Canada’s inevitably multicultwal futore may well be a dramatlc literature
that exploits
the
cultural myths and behaviour
patterns of the Old World while
examining their specitic ntutations In the New. If so. Vittmio
Rossi. whose plays have attmcted considerable praise and attention in Quebec. is one of the
forerunners of a happy future.
Resolutely Italian in flavour. the
plays nevetieless explore the
new Canadian wenoes for their
Itaiianism.
Italians playing
hockey, Italians engaged in a
specifically North American
youth culture - these are the
mediations for cultural attitudes
that they inherit from their ethnic past, but which undergo lib-

-

eration, and change, through
i”
bansplanted to Canama”
The hvo ploys published here
have this in common: unlike,
say. Harold Pint&s
plays.
which reveal a lurking viole”ce
beneath a surface of commonplace and convention, Rossi’s
behay a disarming tenderness
lll~eatat~ole”ce
of language
Both pb& begl” in the aftermath of an act of violence. In
fiftlr Blood Bmlker there has
been a fight in a bar after a
hockey game. Bockshstr
begins after a funeral for a boy
who has died from a drug overdose. Both events trigger reper_
cussions in tbe tight world of
Italian male culture. In both
plays the characters are three
young men. In both ploys a
question of honour and. in
some sense, the bankruptcy of
that honour is confronted with
humour and violence and anger
through a dialogue that is as
colourhtl and picturesque Bs’it
is indirect. The difference be
tween surface and subtext is
strikingly stark.
/3/e BhdBmtbrr
offers us
the dilemma of a “macho” coltore faced with the spectre of
homosexuality: the three pmtagonists. Italians from Ville
Emard in Montreal. live in a
world of drug and money deals.
hockey games. and Saturday
“‘Ebt “meat markets.” Deuce
has been “hit on” in the show
ers by a male cousin of Rocco’s
and a 6ght has ensued. Deuce

in Bocco’s eyes has always been
sexually suspect anyway and it
takes Frank, Deuce’s cousin. to
calm things down and see beyond the imperatives of male
honour to a sweeter sense of
humaniQ. however awkwardly
it is expressed. In tbe last line
of the play the hio celebrates a
return to harmony and compassjon over fhe ritual eqnsump
:;=;I.’
medmm pmza all
LiacRslneLctakes place in the
heat of summer by the local
swimming pool. Moose and Ani-

mal lament the death of a
friend. Tony. Tony, recently IP
turned from a rehab centre,
died suddenly after a day of
drinking and. they suspect.
doing coke. Their desultory and
round-about discussion leads to
suspicions that Nem. the third
character in the play, who
shows up later. is the pusher
who brought about the death.
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Again it’s s world of drugs,
pmstitutian and crime that we
sre exposed to. Animal’s girlfriend is pmbably a whom for
Nero *a deal’s s deal” and the
possibility of its leading to s
6iend’s death and the disgrsce
sad shame of a whole family
;Temtti;n be a secondmy eonIs this &ious infantile world
of male vanity,

and violent

hors&y in the bright sunlight
(the characters repeatedly grsp.
pie snd cuff each other) there
emerges s dsrker world of. exploitation. illegal commerce,
and death. born of the shiiess
lives of the pmtsgcmists. What
Rossi suggests so successfully
in both plays is not the sensstkmsl milieu of hiih crime but
the almost unconscious drifi
inio criminality through futili!y
and lack of choice in s closed
culture. But once again. as in
Little Blood Brothsr, Back.stre&
ends on s note of hope and idealism. Moose and Animal head
for the refretimg and renewing
waters of the pool srmed with a
rose for Betiy, the dubious object of Animal’slove. While they
head out on their modest roman& quest, Nero, the pusher,
drops to his knees to salvage
the cocaine he has spilt during
the preceding altercation: the
contrast is redeeming.
What makes these plays by s
young playwtight so promising
is their obliqueness. The violence has already happened;
Rossi’s wonderful dialogue circles vividly and humorously
smund lhe central drama focus~intheendonafsncypizza
or s single rose. modest symbols of s more humane world of
frstersity and communily which
might one day replace the
harsher world of m&bonding
and urgsnized crime. E

The stronger
Ann Jansen
ENDANGERED
By
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Both sre men. As Hollingswm?h explains in her short introduction. she is interested in
the wsys in which women have
been &qimdiied:

.
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. .

The men are all much

more secure in their
worlds, and in order to
keep lhst secmily they use
words ss weapons, they intimidate by silence. dominate by athholding knowledge sad mete out small
rewards when they feel
rhey have been earned.
The opener in the volume,
The How That Jack Built, is
deeeptiveb si_mpleJack and his
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stroke that sets them premsturely in their plsces; the set is
otherwise empty except for s
large screen scmss whiih flash
slides of s diminishing forest.
Jack is determined to build s
hous for his wife, but she becomes increasingly disdriented
in the move fmm lively downtown Toronto to a muddy suburbin-them&ng. The houie is
being built over s swam& and
the displsced wildlife becomes
central to Jenny’s ineffectual
protests. Jack maintains that
‘There’s no other way when
you ceme right down to it::
Jenny is unconvinced. and terrt
lied by the consequences of her
desire to restore the natural
(dis)order.
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IL’S Only Hot /or Two Montkc
in K@&sing

is intended ss a

companion play to The Hovaa
tkot Jack Built; under the tide
Endcmgercd SPecies.The obvi-

ous link is that both plays co”tais characters who have
moved 6vm Northern Ontario
to the city: the mere subtIe,eonnection hes in the dispos+ession of the female chsrsclers.
The two women in the clsustm
phohii Vancouver spsrtment of
the second play have Iwo levels
of communication, with ‘Inner
Voice” statements reflecting
their fems and angers: the Man
spesks little and late. The visitar has arrived at s latenight
moment of crisis, but she is “IIable to discern the abuse in thii
relationship: the Man’s silence
may be as layered with falsehood ss are his lover Gerry’s sccusations of betrayal. The sir
thiikens and the tension grows
until even physical escape
doesn’t prevent the Wsitor from
being infected with the imbalance in these lives - by the

OF‘IHESEfour short plays
end there’s something in her
by Margaret Hollingsworth
have sigsiscanr charscters who voice too.
The concern with art and crespend most of their time silent
stivity - Gerry is s potter; the

TWO

_’
. .

avs contributed to theatre
craft and crltlclsm.
;;r$=_of
N&nd$rGaY
studies of the sccia/ as
well as artlstlc ccndltlcns
affectin the theatre.
THln CA TauC is the
official journal for the
Asscclatlcn for CanarNan
Theatre HMory/l’Associatlcn
d’histolre du
th6gtre au Canada

SllbSWlptlOlN
Insntutkms:
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Ma” a poet - in this play
blooms into a central issue in
the “ext. Poppycock. The title
comes from a pronouncement
by Ezra Pound that poetry of
the 20th century would move
against poppycock, would be
‘austere. direr& free fmm emotlonal slither.” The play, which
grew ““t of Hollingswmth’s involvement xxith clowning workshops, uses one acbx to present
Pound. Pablo Picasso, and
Adolf Hitler. Interacting with
these men are the less lamous
women who relied on them:
Hilda Doolitde. Dor” Maa. and
Winifred Wagner. Poppycock is
about wmnen who have been, to
some extent. created by men:
as
the
title
suggests.
Hollingsworth
shows us the
parts of their lives that have
bee” defined as “nnecessaly. as
poppycock. She doesn’t revise
history and wrest power from
the men, but shows the multifaceted personalities that lie be
hind these named and passessed women. In doing so.
Hollingsrvarth displays a brilliant contml of speech patterns
that support the inlplicatlons of
all that is said and shown on
st”ge, which also has a physical
richness that stems from the
drama’s roots in clowning.
The patterning of threes in
Poppycock is followed by a quartel slmcture in prim arrd Duck.
rIhn,ro and Frank. with four
a play divided into movements
labelled Feet. Hands, Body,
Head. The four characters, including the mostly silent Frank,
who. despite his wordlessness.
is constantly ordaining and shap
ing the household, spin about
until the energy and anxiety levels stat to compete in choreographed
mayhem. At one
point. the mother talks of no
longer tap-dancing: ‘Slike the
pai+ of my body they don’t feel
each other “o more. . . . My
t”es see. my toes they don’
touch. . . see . . . they don’t
wanna touch . . .” Nothing
seems to t0uch.i” the play, neither characters “or body parts,
but Hollingsworth
hits her
mark in a telling explora!icm of
power and perspnality, of the
;,~:e thrt cant make up a
Hollingswrth’s
characters.
and her audiences,
have no
easy task in environments
where a misstep could prove
fatal. Endm wed Spaciu pre_
sents sbugg ‘ies for survival in
a” assortment of wildernesses;
the plays are cc8mplex. challenging, and highly rewarding. L11

Dy Judith Rudakoff
THEEASTENDPlAYS

by Geor,$ F. Watker

IN MANYWAVS,Gina Mae Sabatini is the characler who pm=
vides the key to understanding
survival, the primary objective
of the quirky inhabitants
of
George F. Walker’s remarkable
East End trilogy: Ctimi%zls irr
Low. B&Y Livingand Beautiful my.

‘I want a throbbing, connecting, living creative neighbourhood.” she declares. In her
workingelass “eighbourhood,
those who wantonly give themselves to the raw basks of lifr
and embrace its “Life Force,”
Gina Mae’s Xmple. ugly truth.”
may yet survive.
I” a world in which everything is relative (as William proclaims inCrimidsln Love and
Nora echoes in Bstfer fivf,rg).
survival is as easy as breathing
in. And then remembering to
breathe out. It is a societv in
Destiny. the-paranormal.
and’
evenwitchcraR are debunked,
while the minutiae of dally exlr
tence (oranges and bananas?)
are imbuedwith almost magical
properlies. Mundane and etipv
ceremonies are elevated to tbe
level of ritual: the handshakes
in Bm&ful
City’ and the
peremptmy kisses in Criminalr
in LUDSbecome oaths sworn to
seal pacts of mythic pmpor+ion.
Sibyls and soothsayers, wise
me” and holy fools are ha”&ed into ” dmnken miest. a dio
count-store cashier, ai alcoholic
hum.
a
psychic
subterranean
builder and a
plethora of ne’erdewell smalltime cm&s:
And what of the traditional
anchors of contemporary poeiety - home; low. and mom? In
Walker’s East End Toronto.
home is more a war mne than a

haven, love functions largely as
a weapon. and mom
. . well.

‘C’

niom varies from cosmic corn
municator to kamdc cashabx
The cardinal rule in all three
plays of Walk&s East End hilogy is abundantly clear: if you
sever yourself from the “Life
Force” (the collective “ncons&us. the micmmsm. the balmce of yin and yang, the motber ship, whatever you want to
call it) part of you dies.
whether you retreal to the artificial mall-world of Baavtihrl
Citfs Rafr Family, OFNIX” and
Tom/Tim’s mole-world sanctuay in BatterLiui#&g. the result is
the sane: you isolate yourself
and you tither away. And dyi”g
isn’t really the primary issue:
it+ the slow leabing.out of $e
;;ye ErJ; that 18 the unforgw

.y.
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KEllli GARE6tAN's
“tbea!~e POThalI? of willlam Hult is the sort
of the&e book that gives theatre books a bad name. As one
of the first full-length biographies ever written about ” Canadian actor. and as the biography
of a” undeniably major &we in
Canadian the&e.
the book
should be of major importawe.
Unfmttmately. Garebian passes
In The ‘East End trilogy as
up the opportunity to mntrlbute
well as l” Walker’s other recentto our understanding of a life in
ly published
playscript,
the
the Canadll the&e, and with
award-winning Notlring Sacred,
it the chance to analyse the art
the glorious orchestration
of and craft of a major Canadii
ideas and words reads as well actor. in favour of the both
as it plays.
Walker’s characiers,
mundane
and pretentious
from the ferociously
ardent to clichds. name-droppings
and
the timidly ““certai”. are genpop psychologizings expected
uine, memorable, and always in in popular books about “stars.”
sane way recognizable. Even
In fact. Garebian seems to be
when they are based on the
more interested in establishmg
characters who populate TurHutt’s status as a star than in
genev’s novel of 19th.century
Russia, FaUms and Sam.
In Nothing Sacred, a comedy
Introducing
his book as a
tilled with serfs and nihilists.
“portrait rather than a fullclass barriers and even a duel,
fledged biography.” the author
Walker is swprlsingly successsets out “to detemdne what has
Iul in synthesizing the contemmade Hutt the kind of Betor he
porary and the archaic. One suf- is today,” confident that ‘the
fers nary a twinge
when
actor is the man.” and that
Bararov goes off to ‘pick at William Hult is the sum of all
things” in the estate kitchen.
his mles. which are but pieces
Nor does one flinch when the
of himself.” Garebian then de.
dandlled Pavel’s anachronistic
scribes Hutt’s lie and career
nail polish is the topic of discuschronologically in 21 short and
sion. IL all seems perfectly ac- eccentrically chosen chapters..
ceptable and removed k”rn any
The book’s first three chapters
resbiclio”s of time or place.
deal with Hutt’s Iirst 30 years
There is no denyiw a cwious
before hlming in its middle setspirilual relarionship between
tlon to what the autbbr calls the
Russian Ark&y and Tomntoni“Swelling Act” of Hun’s develaft Junior Dawson. Piotr and
oping professional career. AwkWilliam Whether the plays are wardly juxtaposing descriptive
set in Walker’s own em and in accounts of Hutt’s career with
c”rs”ry (and often trite) cornhis own backyard, or in some
mentary on his persohal life,
exotic locale in a far-off time.
Garebiawfollows the actor fmm
the folks that populate Walk&s
his early days with the Canadineighbourhoods
have the
pwver Lo connect to each other
an Repertory Theatre through
the first years of the stmtfclrd
and Lous.
Festival and lhe Canadian playA note to the buyer. though
ers, to his lie and work in Engthe Coach House Press. with
land from 1959 Lo 1961 and o”
Nothing
Sacred. goes Playwrights Canada one belter with Broadway in the mid-‘&. The
a display of photographs from last third of the book. which includes far Loo brief accounts of
the premiere production. the
typeface and layout of Eart End all of Hutt’s mat importat performances. hkes is throigh
P~UJLV
m&e that volume far easier to read. •I
the Jean Gascdn and Robin
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Phillips years at Stratford to
Hut0 subsequent work in Vancouver. London (Ontario),
Stratford. Toronto and elsewhere in the 1980s. much of it
cith Phillips.
Garebian’s book testifies to
the importance of Hutis career.
and occasionally provides insight into his acting, as when
Blaine Parker points to the im
portance of Hutt’s superb emctional memory and recall, or
when Robin Phillips analyses

withhold” great
emot?mm. Too often. however.
Gsrebiin is sidetracked
his
weakness for bad anec%otes
and trivial adjsciives. The availability of anecdotes (some of
them not even involving Hut0
seems to provide the selection
principle for the book: any pm
duction around which backstage stories exist about Noel
Coward. the Queen Mother, or
Tyrone Guthrie’s bathing
trunks merits a chapter, while
many of Hun’s most signiticant
perfomnces
are passed over
vrith little descriptive detail and
virtually a0 analysis.
And the language! We hear of
‘one fateful weekend in January”: of Hutt’s sisterin-law. “a
shy, pink rose”: and of soldiers
at a brothel ‘all ready to try
their carnal fortune with the
crones.” People ‘perish.”
“opine.” and have ‘stirrings
within’; and they are gratuitous
ly ‘lissome,” ‘dapper,” or ‘de
mure.” While on one happy oc
casion “six hundred guests
merrily cavorted to lute and
lyre.” on another. alas. “fortune’s fickle wheel played its
wry game.” Writing like this is
simply not acceptable in works
of literary or dramatic criticism,
inJuding Garebisn’s. Why is it
tolerated in books about the
theatre?
Garebian’s portrait is also
problematic in its point of view.
In spite of his declared unwillingness to write a hagiography.
the author can’t seem to detach
himself sufticiently from his
subjeds views of the tbeatrs to
produce a genuinely objective
account. Much of the book is
based on interviews with Huff
and his friends. and what
strength it has often derives
tirn the insights of a Xmothy
Findley or the self-analysis of
HUD But little of tbe historical
material based on recent interviews is placed in any critical or
his ” ower to

analytical context, and a disconcerting amount of it is intro-

duced by ambiguous phrases
such as. “Hutttbougbttbat . . .”
Did Hun’s opinion remain con-

stant for decades until he %+as
interviewed by Garsbian? Does
he remember now with eomplete accuracy what he thought
as a young man? Or is Garebii
cheating?
In any case, Hutt emerges
from the book .as a rather
pompous and self-possessed
man and highly skilled artist
whose genius is intuitive and
whose strength is neither analytical nor evaluative. Is it, pep
haps, the natural sympathy of a
biographer for his subject that
has pmduced the poniposiQ of
language and absence of a&.
sis in Garebian’s portrait of
Huti
Ultimately lyillfam Hatt: A
Thsafrs Portmit begs to be
measured against its own conclusion. Garebian there appmvingly quotes Robin Phillips’s
claim that “when history is titten [Huttj will go down as the
first bii Canadian actor. Rverything he does should be written
down.” Garebian goes on to
lament that “most of IHutt!sj
greatest performances have not
been preserved with adequate
concern for posterity.” Why
then does Garebian himself fail
to document those performances rather than consistently
and infuriatingly blame tbe ab
sence of such documentation
and recognition on what he
sees as the failure of the Canadian “masses” to recognize its
“stars.” (Describing Hutt’s tendency to annmmce to nroitre
d’s, “my name is William Hug
and I would like a table here,’
for example. Garebian finds
that “this admirable authority
was a bit misplaced in Canada,
where the admiring public can
recognize only hockey or tilm
stars.‘? Garebian over the years
has shown himself to be one of
the country’s most competent
reviewers of &s&al thsatre,
particularly in his seasonal retrospectives of the Shaw and
Stratford .Feativals in the Joarno1 of Canadian Studi& Canadian Forwn, and elsewhere.
Hun is undoubtedly one of our
very best classical actors. The
combination should .have resulted in a better book. 0

By Paul Duttott

maF
CHRISTCIPHERDEWDNEY has,

over 17 years and some 10 OFso
books, fashioned a body of
work that is origfnal, challenging. witty. stylistically versatile,
and remarkably cohesive. His
early work was based on the
weary that ontology recapitulates geology, as he mined a
vein of paleontological imagery.
riddled with fossils characterised as concrete memory, rife
with suggestions of the past
alive in the prssei& the whole
serving as a paradigm of the
human mind, of the unconscious and consciousness. In
Altar Sub&meand 77x Immaculate Perception. he moved towards a more clearly stated
parallel between geologic phenomena and the sbucture of the
human bmin. between the stratified layers of rock. that underlie
our present physical environment and the evolutionary phya
lology that comprises contemporary neurostructure
and
consciousuess.
Tha Radiant Inucntory. his
most recent offering, is of a
piece with his earlier books.
The expected elements of wordplay (both whimsical and
eames0, reverence for nature,
exhil&ting leaps of imagins
tion, and sometimes demanding
diction are brought to bear on
such themes (now familiar to
his readers) as the nature of
‘consciousness, the uniQ and simuRaneiQ of past aad present
dreams, natural history, memory. religion. technblogy. and tbe
relation of self to self and to
other. These elements and
themes are worked with in lyric
verse, prose oems, aphorisms,
surrealistic .J art fictions, “pataphysical” probes. archly cap_
tioned photos and collages, and
a new series of “Log Entries”:
prose franments with ooetic
liw Qpes df whiih appea&d in

A Pabaoroic Geologyof London,
Ontario. Fomz Centratis, and
Alter Sublima.
Lesl all this sound like teni-

bly heavy,going (which it can
be at tit&s), it should be remembered that Dewdney also
has a light touch. He is. after

all, the maa who came up with
the idea that The future is simply amnesia in reverse.” And
his explications of sometimes
brain-bending scientbic or tachnological concepts are often
necessary lead-ins to wry and
adroitly turned punch lines.
While he’s technoaophisticated. he’s also slang hip, and will
UK both laeilities for humomus
effect, as he does often in this
book. When he hits his stride
with a comic notion, there’s
ncme can beat him, as witness
his instructional enky, ‘KnowIedge of Nerophysiology as ?c
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mble effect
Because I’m a hopeless techno-peasant, I have no way of
gauging the accuracy of Dewiney’s use of tbe termbmklgy Of
physics, neurochemistry, and
the natural sciences. I .can
sense. however. that the language is used appropriately.
probably precisely, oRen poehtally (both in the sense of
image and of rhythmic euphony). and always to remarkable
&a You’d have to be deaf to
all dimensions ofpoetty to miss
the transcendent beauty of
mood and mentation in ‘Flora
Gorge.’ the prose-poem sequence that concludes The Radiant fwsntory; its rhapsodic
tone is ballasted with a sprinkling of technically specific
terms. This moving and unrcmanticized paean to nature
(Dewdney. in an earlier hook,
called nature “the divine technology”) indudes such shi!dng
instances .of imagery and diction as this: “At midnight. on
the we of the midsummer solstice, the gorge is filled with
firelliea Pointillist image of living stars beneath the milky
way.” When he’s not ycckins it
up (%ml hands. luke heart”)
or genutlecting in para-reliious
awe at nature’s majesty Wlora .
Gorge” includes the phrase
Ttations of the Gore” a play
on the Catholic devotional sxercise of “Stations of the cnlss”).
Dawdney is either teasing with
“pataphysics” (the science of
possible solutions to impossible
problems: a blend of hard rasearch and soR logic, rendering
startlingly convincing results)
or lyrically evoking the large
and small epiphanies of day-today existence: celebrating a
love, aulogiring his father, med-

itating on November. or I&%%ing on tins CA tram is a state
of tbines in transit / a cartesian
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narrative geography”j.
I mentioned
the cohesive
cboracter of Dewdney’s work.
As v.<th all things that are u”C
lied. the whole can be diswned t?om the parts. The Ra,ffnat Irmrtory
piovides
a
wpwsentative cross-section of
his range of styles and concerns
and is sufticient *Into itself. It
can be read for the gems of brilliance it contains. as well as for
the impressive setting afforded
thorr gem% But it also marks a
rigniticant point in his overall
vwrk and it wiI1be most rewardin.q to those who read it in the
context of what has gone
brhw. 0

THE STRUGGLEFOR
DEMOCRACY
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and Beami”
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Winston Churchill
nncr said. is the worst of syg.
Wll%. escept for all the others.
And surly this is so. So powerful is thr democmtlc ideal that
err?” the East Europeans call
their dictatorships “democratic
wp”blics” and North Viehxam.
nil the while it ws invading its
“ci.qhboors. was still the Demc+
antic Republic df Vietnam.
Drmocncy - the name if “cd
xlvxys the practice - has a
worldwide application.
But Canadians. like most of
tluw who live in the West. tend
tu take democracy for granted.
WC accept our freedoms as a
riven. and many of us don’t
r’wn bother to exercise our
right tu vote. In ordinary times,
v:r tolerate those who de“wmce our relatively benign
puliticrd masters. hut in a crisis.
vx: rsprct the s?cmity services
tu act wirilhruthlessness to omtrct us.
Potrick W”tson has achieved
a deserved reputation
as a
thuu.qhtful television ma” of lettwrs. and hr. “t least. recognized that democracy
was
w~wthiw precious and too littlr understood.
How could
c’xmdians. he asks in his pref-

ace; have cheered their govern-

ment when it imposed the War
Measures Act in 1970 and used
its sweeping powers to arrest
over 450 me” and women and
hs’d fhep without .charps or
kFdows
casual chsowmng of
. . . troubled me deep
ly: That was the origin of this
book and the l&part television
series that mbmrs it (and that
is currently being shown on
CBC).
11re Sfmggfe fir Demcmcy is
a hvldsome book, lavishly illustrated with colour and blackand-white photographs. paintings, and drawings. There are
wide margins stuKed with interesting quotes or excerpts, and
the level of the prose is smtable
for a bright Grade 11 student.
In fact, the book looks not ““like a” upscale text book, with
only the sample questions at
the end of each’ chapter being
omitted. In other words. this
book is ideally suited to the
usual television viewer who will
watch it around the world.
The book is also not unlike a
TV show. There are careftdly se
lected illustrative scenes, set in
a” India” village, for example,
or a” Africa” township. There is
some speculative lilhlrology to
balance the histotical and philosophical passages that have to
be included. and them are quick
cuts from country to country. It
is all a bit helter-skelter
in a
book. though it works very well
on the small screen.
Inevitably, when the range
being covered is so bmad, errors creep in. ‘Ihere are dubious “facts” about the British
sinking of the Argentinian
cruiser Bdgrano in the Falklands War and about th6 Maginot Line and the fall of France
in 1940. That is to be expected.
But more serious, Watson’s text
cites the Libyan leader, Muam
mar Qaddafi. as criticizing
democracy for its political parties’ destructive self-interest. for
the domination
of one class
over another, for the misleading
and arbitrary
character
of
plebiscites. “Most Westerners
see these &s minor defects,”
Watson says. a little bit piously.
to which the only possible response fmm anyone who lived
through our November 21 elec
60” is ‘Oh. yeah?”
Still, this is often a toughminded book. Watson can be
brutally critical of the Roman
Catholic church and its baleful
influence in Ireland, he can attack Israel’s brutal uccopation’
of the West Bank, and he can
be bluntly critical of the’Aos-

halian treatment of aborigines.
The cant and hvoocrisv of our
democracy does not &ape the
lash. And Watson is also unafraid to ask if democracy is
necessarily
the best form of
govdrnment for Africa or Asia
where older forms of government mysxtter
meet the pea-

ookish it is. elossv

it

may be, but The Si&ggllavfor
Democ~cy nonetheless is a use-

hd primer for Canadians to ponder. We have just seen Canadia” corporations boy themselves
an election victory, and thus far
there has been s&rely a whimper of pmtesr Is thii to be the
form of Canadian democracy
for the Zlst century? A book
like this, if it forces people to
think from whence they came
and whither they are going,
could have a galutaty effect. q

beginning
of the second half of The New
,4ge series - the seventh part
rnki BOOK mark9 the

of Hugh Hood’s lbvolume
chronicle of 2Otheentmy Cans-

dia” society and culture. Whe”
the series is completed - in
1999, according to Hood - it
will establish its author as one
of the immortals. That at least,
is the way Hood sees it. His
confidence
in the absolute
rightness of what he is doing is
.matched only by his extravagant ambition.
I’m not quite sore why. but
I’m rooting for him. Eve” for
Hood’s most devoted readers.
though, keeping the faith is becoming more and more diffL
cult. Like its two most recent
predecessors,
T/u Scerric Art
and Tha Motor Boys in Ottawa,
Tony’s Book is a frustratingly
uneven, almost schizophrenic
novel. by turns comic and
pedantic. engaging and self-involved. Hood’s main problem in
To& Book, though, is a familiar one: he is too preoccupied
with working out the elaborate
assumptions
of the previous
volumes. As a result, his latest
novel suKers the fate of most liter”?& 7;e.l~ - it doesn’t stand
0” the other hand - there is
always the other hand in
Hood’s fiction - Tony’s Book.
for all its missing links, intricate

allusions, and inside jokes, is a
klumph of stmctoro over content. Divided into four equal
sections, it employs four diierent characters to toll a deceptively dark tale of failed love
and family bettayal.
It’s the overlapping percep
tions of this lively qoarte.!, their
range of gossip and opI”io”s
abodt each other. their inevitable digressions. that ma”age to ke p the story interesting. Maf t Goderich.
the
narrator of the series. is back
and so is his wife. Edie. The
narrative begins, however, with
two characters who have had
only cameo roles in the series
so far Tony Goderich, Matt’s
brother and the hIack sheep of
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the family, and tinnet. Tony’s

lover.
Linnet leads OK. Hood’s “ovels are not known for their t&t
startsand this one is no exeep
tion. L.i”“et spends far too
much time telling us more than
we need to know about her
childhood in wartime London.

.
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But the momentum picks up
when she meets Tony and falls
in love with him at first sight
They seem like the ideal coopie. at least from Linn~t% point
o.f view. She is a blonde
bombshell and a” aspiring actress; he is a successful playwright Linnet expects they will
get married, but her part of the
narration stops abruptly as their
relationship ends and Tony returns to Canada to attend hi fatheh funeral.
Enter Tony. Picking up the
narrative where Linnet leaves
OK, he reveals the one important fact she was unaware ol: he
is in love with his brother’s
wife. ‘I desired (Mat&) girt as
soon as I laid eyes on her, with
a” extra twist of the knife because she was his.” That, it be
comes clear, is the main reason
‘Tony left Canada. When he
sees Edie 8~ hi fathe& grave
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side, he realizes the same old
trouble has started agoi”. But
this time he has no intention of
runniogaway 6um it
Meanwhile,
the object of
Tony’s desire, Edie, has had
her filLof marlage to Malt Her
narration is full of rationaliradons and excuses meant to ex-

e.:

plain why, after 20 years, she is
breaking the closest conn&io”
of her lie. Although she is onable to come up with a good explan&ion for her decision to run

-.

OKwith Tony. she does manage
to convince herself that Malt
will hardly notice she is gone
Tow’s Book takes Tha Naw
Age &es. which has bee” pro-

.
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ceediw decade by decade, into
the 197Rs. In the COntextof the
time. Edie’s decision to leave
Matt is commonplace:
Thai was the way these
things went in the mid-70s
when walking ““t on your
marriage fmm one hour to
the next vas the nation’s
most popularand fashionable
form of entertainment. . . .
Mtiages were comingapart
like shoe-boxes set adrift in
tbe open sea.
But in tbe context of Hood’s
series it is a shattering act.

From Watt’s perspective, it is
not just his marriage that has
been deshwed. it is his meticulously ordered vision of life:
What Tony end Edie did to me
was as bad as murder; they
might just as well have IeR me
for dead.”
On the tirst page of the fourth
and tinal section of the novel
Matt says ‘4 don’t think I’ll ever
be .the same man that 1 was.”
This is quite an admission for
him: it is also something of an

Goderich the main target of
their scorn. oRen with good reason. Prudent, stuf& moderate

in the extreme, Matt can be pretentious, longwinded and. as in
Tomyy’s
Book, maddeningly passive.
But for all his shortcomings
- perhaps because of them Matt iq, in the end, a likable
characteti He is also the perfect
alter eg” for Hood. Like Matt.
Hood is able to see meaning in
the most trivial and tedious
things. It is this attention to de
tail, this faith in mundane mbaclee. that makes the excesses of
his fiction pardonable. Edie’s
gmdgbxg praise for Matt could
just as easily apply to the author
of The New Age series: ‘Vheri
he bores you-and
oh God he
can bore you - he always
knows that he’s doing it and he
7getsyourforg+ene&
-#
.__ . _.-. . . .” q

overstatement. Despite what
has happened, he is. of course.
precisely the same person he
was. Critics of T/w iVew Age
have invariably made Malt

WHENTHEGillette Canada razor
blade company announced less than 72 hours after last
Novemb&s bitter federal elec
tion on free trade-that
it was
shutting down operations and
putting 600 employees out of
work. two of the least surprised
people in the country were Eric
Kierans and Walter Stewart.
They’re the co-authors of Wm”g

End of fke Rainbow: Tks Collapse ofhe.3Ente@& in Ganada. a biting little bact that deals
with exactly such nasQ bits of
business as the disposal of the
disposable ~‘dzorplant
The sordid fiscal details of
the Gillette case are fascinating
and deserve a moment’s attention. Gillette Canada was a debt-

free.‘pmductlve. and profitable
multinational branch plant that
yielded a profit of about $10
million annually on the 200 million blades it pmduced. How
er. its American parent, Gillette
Co. of Boston. was fighting off
takeover bbis
Desperate for cash. Gillette
senior ordered Gillette junior to
buy Oral-B Labs, a U.S.-based
toothbrush
manufacturer
owned by Gillette of Boston.
The Canadian branch plant obediently borrowed $269 million
from the bank. and one Gillette
subsidiary became the owner of
another Gillette subsidiary.
leaving head oftice with a temporary chunk of cash in hand to
tight off unwanted advances. As
for Gillette Canada. it now had
an interest bill of $22 million.
which accounted for most of the
b$&
plant’s I937 loss of $30
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A year and one Free Trade
Agreement later. Gillette of
Boston (now out of danger) decreed that its Massachusetts
plant. producing two billion
blades at 65 per cent CapaciQ.
wouldn’t have any trouble
grinding out an additional 200
million blades for the Canadian
market In the delightful world
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This work on Joanna M. Glass was colnplledby Jean M:Moore and Jean F. Tener and is No.
8 In the Series.
The publication begins with Diane Besoai's biographical and critical
exposition of Glass and her works, which forms an excellent introduction to the subject.
Next is the archival introduction, which outlines the plan and methodology adopted In the
The
Series and concludes with notes on the acquisition and arrangement of the paperr.
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in company vaults). The”,
of bii business, such manoeuthere’s to be a rejigging of the
vres are delicately described as
tax system to prompt comps
a “restructuring
program to
nies to use resources more prueliminate excess capacity.” Further, thanks to the F.T.A.. the
dently,
to stop wasteful
takeover exercises, and to pay a
10 per cent tariff on imported
fairer share of returns to the
shaving gear would gradually
public purse. Finally, Kierans
disappear. Goodbye. 600 Canaand Stewart call for Swedishdin jobs.
Kierans and Stewart recite a style eonhul of capital i”.a bii
litany of similar examples in ar- to shore up our economic tideguing the thesis that ‘somependence.
Whether cu not these spec.fic
thing has gone seriously wong
reforms really make sense is
with the workings of Canadian
capitalism.” It’s evolved. they
beyond the competence of inncsay. into a system that’s “self- cent bystanders to determine.
ish, sly. and mean-spirited.”
However. a great deal - too
Kierans. whose colourful and
much - seems to hang on the
varied career includes stink as authors’ insistence that there is
a stock exchange president.
something, whether ip theory
cabinet minister. economics
or in Golden Age fact, called
pmf, and businessman (as well “capitalism” that is essentially
as inheritor of former finance
distinct born the contempomfy
version of it whiih Kierans and
minister Walter Gordon’s ma”de as keeper of the nationalist
they call “corporatis”i.’
economic
conscience)
and
On this crucial score, I found
Stewart a veteran political jourtheir argument fundamentally
nalist, claim that contemporary
unpersuasive. It’s not that I’m
corporate dominance
is not
surreptitiously
hauling out a
really capitalism at all. ‘but.the
perversion.” The ershvhile re- brief for an alternative to the aufarmers even conjure up a vi- thors’ trust in capitalism resion of a nation of medium&e
formed, such as socialism of
capitalists without monopolistic
one stripe or another. K from
it. It’s simply that the crux of
lust in their hearts.
Between the accusation and
their case is that what’s before
the dream, the authors provide
our eyes i&t really capitalism.
a brisk thumbnail sketch of the
If that contention hlls, the” the
rise of corporatio”s aswell as
rest collapses like a house of
a” overview of the pmblems of cards. In my reading, Kierans
capitalism snd the Canadian
ad Stewart’s central claim just
economy. There’s even mm”
doesn’t stand.
Eve” if we believed in the ccfor a henchant critique of the
free trade “chiiera.”
gency of their reform scheme.
there’s still the political issue of
It is in these historical chap
ters that Kierans and Stewart
how any of this can be brought
gh~ their version of a sorry kle to pass. Kierans and Stewart
we’vebecome faniliiwith
ever
recognize that this is a pmblem
and devote their concluding
since George Grant’s Lament
fir (I Nation (1965) and Kari
chapter to the relationship of
Levitt’s Sffeut Sumwdar (1970). the political to the economic.
While the historical portions of
It’s a saga of foreign domination, under-indushializarion and
the book are wittily informative.
heedless export of natural re- the hortatory parts are composed in a rather tract-like
suurces. The eerie thing about
this tapestry of Canadian enstyle.
trepreneurial timidity and loss
Everything
Kierans
and
of economic sovereignty is that
Stewart say about the need to
it just doesn’t seem to grip the
give pre-eminence to the corn
popular imagination.
It’s not
man good over economic greed
clear that the present reciktio”
is perfectly hue and worth sayof the story will have a mere
iw. The pmblem is that much
lasting impact tha” previous ef- of this comes off as a half-time
pep talk to a team that’s being
forts.
Even less clear are the
clobbered. Or worse, the coachprOSpeCk for the modest rem*
es seem to be talking to an
dies Kierans and Stewart adw
empty locker room. while the
cate. Their l@sm reform pack- players have gone off to sign luzge starts with a pmposal for
crative advertising
endorserestoration
of shareholder
ment conhacts. 0
power by forcing corporations
to abolish non-voting shares
and fully distribute each yea’s
earnings (currently, about 75
per cent of pmfik are’ktied”
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linked, intimatel !v, to the outside.
Her rage flares in a bitter
litany of historical i”justice,
slashing bitterly at theBritish
and their colonialism:
‘You
came. You took things that
wrenotyoum....Youmur-

~NIWJA, an island in the East-

em Caribbean apprmdmately Xl
miles north of Gmdeloupe, is
12 miles long and nine mdes
wide. The birthplace of the writerJamaica Kincaid, it is! indeed,
B small place. But this small
place has evoked from Kincaid
a searing essay of pain. and
pmtest And you. me -we, the
reader - are bmught along by
Kincaid as victim, accused, witness. for she makes it clear that
we are participant and perpetmtar and observer all wrapped up
in one complex package.
Kincaid declares her intention from the start. She speaks
directly to You, her rage controlled by language finely balanced on a knife edge. And this
rage is impossible to deflect As
you get your first view of the
decay, ‘you needn’t let that
slightly funny feelyou have
from time to time about exploitation, oppression. domination develop into full-fledged
unease. discomfort; you could
ruin your holiday.” You squirm
a little, hoping the diseomfmt is
only momentmy. But Kincaid
does not let go: The’ thing you
have always suspected about
yourselI’the
minute you become a tourist is true: A tourist
is an. ugly human being.” Your
reaction to this frontal assault is
to 9ay. no. this is not me. I do
not, by an airplane flight, become monstrous; my aims are
innocent: some sun, smne San!.
the relaxation of a gentle intmucation. But now Kincaid’s got
you where she wants you. she
the embodiment of the ghosts
of Chrisbnas past, present and
future, You the recalcitrant
Scmoge.
The island she shows you is
one melting into a physical and
moral collapse. The school
buildings resemble latrines: lo.
cals avoid the island hospital;
the library. damaged in a 1974
earthquake, remains unrepaired
more than a decade later. Drug
smugglers, politicians. and their
mistresses, creatures of westem civilization,_ are clever and
safely blatant m the ways of
self-enrichment
But all this is
not a cormp&3n unto itselfz it is
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dered people. You imprisoned
people. You robbed people.”
She brands Horatio Nelson “a”
English maritime criminal.”
points out that Barclay’s Ba”k
was established with slavetide
money, spik out the biliius his=
tory of discrimination against
black AntIguans, surging inexorably to the pai”hd co”clusimr
You have unmade me totally.
And from there the bitter
question: Is independent
Antigua, in ik economic anemia,
ik physical decay, ik political
cormption. ‘a worse place than
what it was when it was dominated by the bad-minded English and all the bad-minded
things
th&y brought
with
them?” The answer is self&dent: A criminal past cannot
help but create a criminal pmsent. with eve” the h~ture mmtgaged to the servility
of
tourism. to You.
Make no bones about it:
Whether you agree with Kincaid’s views or not - and the
pichxe she draws. pemc~“al, inexorable and undeniable is still
only part of the post-colonial
story -A Smd Plm is a sad.
searing,
unsettling
book.
painful to read in its brutal and
direct challenge to our mindless comlol+ And in this, it is a
vital work. El
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DURING THB PA!x 15 years,
Joyce Nelson has established
herself as the most astute cultuml critic in Canada.
whether evisxelating the ambitions of the international
tourist industry: for CBC’s
‘Ideas,” or disclosmg the possi-
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ble show-bib source of the freetrade negotiations,
for Fuse
magazine. she has questioned
the assumptions of our day-to_
day activities, the “euhality of
which we often take for granted. As a reg”lar writer for This
Mogmin~, Nelson has asked us
to contemplate the 6111emlogical ramifications of our willingness to sell. for a fast buck, our
fresh-water supplies to the
desert belt of the United States;
and she has examined the
ideological implications of an
image of Mickey Mouse. that
tireless world kaveller, posed
for a publicity photograph in
front of the Great Wall of China,
that ancient immovable symbol
of a timeless frontier.
Roland Bathes. the French
culhual critic, and I. F. Stone.
the American media analyst.
are her mentors. While she
does do original research. Nelson’s primary material is not far
to seek: she looks at what is
about and puts things together.

Like Barthes. she is aware of
the ideological implications of
the most innocent activities:
like Stone, she remembers
things and so can document
co”tradictio”s.
In a sociew that tndy valued
the importance of independent
thought. she would be famous.
In a so&Q that truly feared independent thought, she would
be silenced. In Canada (while
she is slowly building up a folIowi?g, large!y among afacl;.lcs~ she IS generally Ig
Last year she pmduced Tkr

P&d Machine - a book that
explored the parallel develop
ment of two sinister industries
- American television and tbe
America” bomb. This year she
offers us nir ColonizedEye - a
book that rethinks the mle that
John Grierson has played in
film in this camtry. Nelson examines not only Grierson’s
work at the National Film
Board duri”g the war bul also
his film policies for the future.
Nelson’s book is a~ unsettling
as it is intelligent The popular
view of Grlerso” is that he was
a great British patriarch who
had the ear of important politlcal pliers and. because of hll
interest in the workers. seemed
a little left of centre. Not so, aryes Nelson. Grierso” had the
ear of important political players because he knew how to
keep the workers in their place
Give them a little dignity on the
screen and then tell them what
to do.

Grieison

was also a well-

know” internationalist. This
Nelson confirms; what she clarities, however. IS that Canada
was to have no determining mle
in the constitution of the new
international order that was to
emerge after the war. That
would be the responsibility of
established industrial nations
like the%fnited States. Great
Britain and perhaps, evenhmlly.
the Soviet Union.
For instance, in their film-

making during the war, the
British units were encouraged
to acquire their own footage.
The Brtts produced images of
themselves on the screen. At
the NFB, on the other hand,
with very few exceptions. Canada specialized in compilation
films. I” tbis way, under Grlerson’s direction. we were encouraged to thi”k of ourselves
as part of a larger. global operation within which we could be
proud to play our tiny part It is
no wonder that even now, there
is still a degree of self-consciousness in creating images
of ourselves for our own film
and t&&ion
screens.
This puritanical pmhibitlon of
the indigenously visual was htrther compounded by hm other
decisions directly made by Griersa”. During the war, Grierso”
established a number of rural
chruits throughout Canada that
were desig”ed to take film into

communities that lacked movie
the&es. Since an uninterrupted diet of “Canada Carries On”
and The World in Action” films
was considered too heavy for a”
evening’s entertainment a few
cartoons wuxz generally included. Althwgh snme of these cartoons were made by Norma”
McLaren and his team at the
Film Board. most of them were
supplied by Grierson’s old
friend Walt Disney, some of
those eve” paid for by the National Film Board.
Sinlilar)y. towards the end of
the war, Grierson’s recommendation 60r the fixture was that
Canadians should s@y out of
fiction, that in essence the
grand America” entertainment
machine should not be challenged. Then as now. Nelson
exp!ai”s. Canadian production

would be resklcted to news and
inSormati0” - the least mytholog.wing of all cultural activittep;
while the Americans would continue. through their entertainment progmms, to colonize our
national imagination with their
own mythologizing fictional cre
ations. Hollywood would help to
hold in place Canada’s position
within the growing international
system And M) it has.
l7ls colonizad *
“lakes for
eye-opening readin
but Nelso” writes with sue& a strollp

sense of urgency,
that. arguably, there is something a bit
specious about it by the end.
For instance, by crosscutting
John Grierson on his first trip to
the United States on a Rockefeller Foundation grant, with
Mackenzie Kng a decade earlier going to work for the Rocke
feller family. Nelson implies a
conspiracy. And while there
may well have been a growing
collusion between American
multinational comorations and
the socially con&rned intelligentsia of Europe, Nelson has
not actually established this in
her book.
A sense of narratiue conspiracy, however, finally doesn’t
trouble me. It is the way that
Nelson writes; her book reads
like a thriller. One cannot put it
down. And if Nelson is a bit
harsh on Grierson the man (as
she partially acknowledges),
nevertheless
she documents
with great force and tizshness
the manipulations of power between government
and business that take place behind
closed doors. 0

lucinste the presence of another man - Bell-Smith - whom
only he can see. and with whom
he occasionally “merges”: it is
this Bell-Smith. he sometimes
imagines, who does the killings;
or else it is Bell-Smith who eggs
zmgg13
them - the issue
The kill&
are graphically
presented; the psychopathology
is extreme.
Or is it psychopathology? The Ripper in
this novel is not only insane, he
is insane in a way that makes
his motives beyond the reach of
understanding.
The real connection, 1 think, is not to insaniQ - there is none of that tarifying
and
pity-inducing
comprehension
that marks
reading about hue insanity but to the dream. What occurs
in the novel is everywhere
dreamlike: a singular evenr the
killing and disembowelling of a

London whore, is presented
again and again with no real
context provided for it, just as
such things happen in dreams;
and also as in dreams, it is pre_
sented each time with a little titual signal that initiates the
event. the Ripper *ing to the
woman, ‘I have to pass the
exam.’
Much of the novel is in the
present tense (“She’s opening
her mouth to scream when he
catches her by the scruff of the
neck’) and this contributes to
the dreamlike atmosphere. Beyond that, thee is a portentous
ness to everything, just as there
is in dreams: as the Ripper
walks up and down the London
streets. everything signifies, everything seems to meati something.
This dreaminess causes the
story

JACK
bgclldssmu

JACK Is a novel that imagines
that Tbdmas Neil1 Cream - a
Montreal doctor who moved to
London and was hanged for poisoning young women - was
not only a poisoner but also
Jack the Ripper. In the novel,
Cream has an advanced case of
syphilis that causes hbn to hal-

to

exist in a moral and

psychological
vacuum. The
reader cannot compare it with
awing
in his experience (except the unreal and empty experience of nighhnares), and so
he isn’t moved to any wider understandkrg of human exh-emity. The dream atmosphere
heightens the grisliness of the
events described (as in horror
stories) but it doesn’t illuminate
them (as in, say. Ths DsoW c?/
us DaMiw).

Tllis well-written

book shares with horror novels
and the creepier kind of murder
mystery a Monster Chiller Horror Tlieatre atmosphere eompounded of portentousness,
bloody events, and a presenttense narration that is like a
beating drum in the way it
keeps the reader moving fmm
one page to tbe next without
stopping to think.
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A writers’ mama1 ofem
tips OHhatchilzgsew plots
By Linda

THE long months you
will have to spend wr&xling
v,$th [your] book, you will have
many moments, days, weeks.
when you will loathe the thing.”
Many a writer can attest to the
DURING

veracity of Jean Little’s statement: some writers may add

“loathe” isn’t a strong
enough word! LittH very posithat

tive and informative essay.
‘How I Do It,” is one of 35 articles included by David Booth in
Writers on Writing: Guide to
Writing and IIlustrating chil-

dren’s Books (Overlea House.
192 psges. $11.95). Tbc editor
suggests that the book will help
tbe writer in his ‘understanding
of the process.” and s!xe”gtheo
his ‘will to publish for ehildre”.” Only a truly dedicated
tirst-time author or illustrator
will continue his attempt to
burst into tbe children’s market
after reading some of the bare
t&d troths about the indusby
included in this book

Children’s picture-books
(fmm the point of view of both
witing and illostrating~. novels
and stories for juvenile and
young adult readers, and poetry
for children are covered in detail by authors obviously ch*
se” to wire about their specialties. Some of the articles are
better written than others: tine
illustrators. for example, are not
alw~v tine witers. Some of the
pieces so&r from a surfeit of
anecdotal material. Eric Wil~“0% ‘Developing a Series”
leaves a reader still wondering
how it’s actually done. and
Claire Mackay’s piece on the
selection of names provides

GranWd
tion other than biography.
Tbls season. a flurry of firsttime novelists (who might or
might not have benefited from
such a goidebook) offers a won-

derful array of talents to be
watched in the Iutwe.
Much is made of teen-aged
writers. Gordon Korman was
launched in style by Scbol&ic
in the 1970s: 17-yeamld Nimle
Luiken is the house’s current
young writer. Her first novel,
Unlocking the Doors (Schc+
lastic. 144 pages. $3.95). was
\vritte” when she was only 14.
Like Korman. Nicole Loike”.
according to promotional mate
rials. writes “pmfosely.” Unfortoaately, she does not write pm
lessionally - yet.
There’s lots of promise in
Loiken’s novel. the story of 16
year-old Mercedes Sable who is

terrorized by a villsiooos ghost,
Vivian.The concept of a ghost
who cannot move into moms
added on to the house since her
death is a tine one and Luiken
uses it well and energetically.
But the book reads like a cre

ative-writing assignment or
a mediocre television-movie
script. The book needs more
developed characterizations.
fewer confusing scenes, and
less reliance on descriptive
words. There’s nothing here
that more writing experience

and a darn good edit wouldn’t
help.
While young readers who
enjoy anticipation will relish
Luiken’s imaginative qualities.
those who love a good laugh
will delight in Jim McGogan’s
Project
Egg (Nelson. 110

laughter sad iiiomWion. WhUe pages $3.95). a funny book
Meguido Zola quotes a multi- about a school project in family
tude of other authors who have
written about biography, Valerie Hussey sticks to the point
_ of tbe exercise and details the
author-publisher relationship,
leaving few questions onaowered. Book reviewing. promotion, and the roles of agent,
librarian. and bookseller are
highliihted by Wrffsrs ORK’rilfog. A” unfortunate omission,
however, given the growth in
the field, is children’s non-&z-

education classes. The children
are give” eggs to carry around

with them and care for - bagile, raw eggs to be protected
from all possible danger of
cracking or breakage - to
teach them about parenthood
and the fragility of an infant.
This concept is enough to make
one smirk. When eoopled with
McGogan’szany characters and
observations, egg-sitting is a
hysterical romp.

Bandolf Dorksbory. a grade
six student. doesn’t take the
project too seriously. Neither
does anyone else in tbe class.
The eggs are named Baby
Yolkom, Omeletta. Benedict,
and Soofll& and the students
quickly become attached to
their “thiklren: Bandolf heads
toward a parent-of-the-year
award. There’s plenty of homoor to keep &b-grade readers chuckling in recognition of
classmom types and situations.
Here and there, the transitions
are awkward and scenes are
played too long. Some of tbe serious reasons for ta!sin.g care of
tbe eggs get lost hject Fgg is
part offhe Nelgon Novel series,

aimed at the reluctant reader
who needs help moving from
pichoe books to nowls. It is UP
forbnmtethat the books in tbii
series, created for schools, are
available only through special
order. McGogan is a promising
humorist whose work might
well interest a trade publisher.
The Gage Jean Pat novels are
another series that promotes
juvenile fiction. this time for the
mass market and classrooms.
Unlike the Nelson Novels, the
lean Pat books are written for

tbe young reader who has a better command of language and
the sensibilities to understand a
more complicated text. For
many of the Jean Pat authors
the books are their first public
tions for children. Such is the
case for Sylvia McNieoll and
Constance Home.
At fmt glance. the cover of
McNicoll’s Blueberries and
Whipped Cream (Gage, 109
pages, $5.30) is &potting. The
blurb on the back talks about
sibling anger and n&found
love - what a load of misety
and angst1 The pastel cwer,
through both design and typeface, soggests a teeo ronm”ce.
Pleasant surprises, however.
await the reader who doesn’t
judge by the covers.
Fifteen-year-old Christina
Dzoba is conIused. and onderstandably so. Her mother is
dying of cancer, the rest of tbe
family is suffering in various
ways. what might seem gram-

othemise a well-drawn charac
ter. Christina’s.one angry ootburst dkected towards her fatber is botb awkwsrd and out of
character. Tbe title’s wnnec
tion to the plot is tenuous:
stronger, more appropriate images appear in the book Yet

McNicholl succeeds in e
her reader cry and laogh at the
proper moments and handles
sensitive

topics with a light

cover design of Constance
Home’s Nykola and Granny
(Gage, 169 pages, $5.30)
promise much and deliver
more. Here is a first novel with
everything: stmng plot, real&
tic, sympathetic characters.
conflict, humour. and literary
style. It is a celebration of the
immigrant’s determination to
begin a new. better Me; it is not
a portrait of immigrants as soperhuman heroes of a new land.
Indeed, in every aspect of their
story, they are quite human.
It is 1900, and young Nykola
Ganczer, too ill to travel. is left
behind by his family when they
leave the Ukraine for Canada,
His father sends money later 50
that Nykola and his young
uncle can follow them, but the
army grabs Uncle Stefan and
another relative hoards the
money. It appears that lO+wold Nykola will never be with
his family again. However.
Granny wants the boy to go to
Canada. Obviously he cannot
go alone. and so, after stealiog
the transit money and paeking a
handIu1of Ukrainian earth to be
buried with her in the new land,
Granny begins the journey with
her grandson. After diicolties
with eon men and unscropoloos
landladies, and various other
close calls. they are reunited
with their family in Canada.
Home avoids producing
stereotypes. Her characters are
interesting people whose lives
seem real to the reader. The
love between Granny and Nykola and the despemte action they
most take provide a well-balanced story. The biitcny is not
intmsive and the story’s resoletionis salis&b~. In Wtitm on

Wriling. in her essay on histcoiitoos in the plot is caved by MC- cal fiction, Barbara Smoeker
Nicoll’s development of recur- comments: ‘One learns to mite
ring
motifs; the author by writing and one learns to be
understands the use of images a better writer by reading the

to reinforce characters and
themes and she also knows
how to conslmct a subplot As
with soy first novel, there are
mogh areas. The father’s drinking pmblem is too quickly and
unacceptably resolved: he is

works of good writers.” Anyone
thinking of becoming a children’s writer would do well to
read Constance Home’s first
book and believe that aotbors’
and readers’ dreams can come
hue. a
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Oceanmd is&
‘i’le sun was orrt tken a& it looked like
sonlebody had tkrotgt dimes i&o tke sea’
By Douglas
It WAS a first-novelyear remtiable for diversity; this final
gathering from 1985 offers a
@picalassortment. From Santasy to myswy, from Prairie girlhood to Maritime lighthouse
keeping, there’s a genre,
setting, subject, or character for
every reader.
Linda Ghan’s A m of Sky
(Western Producer Prairie
Books, 133 pages, 322.95cloth)
is the latest entry in the growin~up-ethnic-in-the-West
sweepstakes. and it’s better
than most. Ghan’s hemine,.Sara
Schiller. is born into a tkmdy of
Jewish-Canadian farmers in
Saskatchewan in 1911. The
novel followsher tbmugh child.
hood and adolescence to Regi“a Nomud School then back to
her first teaching job in the
small community where she
\vas reared. The unpkxsant experiances - the worst of which
derive from racial hatred - are
&set by the accomplishments
and rewards of an essentially inspiring experiment in bmtherhood and cultural identity.
The most engaging parts of
this episodii book, those recalling Sara’s high school and
teaching years, work well because of their humour. their
light touch. They’re bee of the
stereotyped characters and
sticky-sweet chunks of wisdom
that turn up elsewhere. There,
the level of insight is “Little
House on the Prairies” or The
Waltons”; someone’s twanging
your heartstrings. not delivering insights. Ghan’s style is
likewise susceptible to bresthiness, affectation. and cloying
lyricism. For example: “And
then Nora was gone. Really
gone. Not huddling in her coat
aying, not walking with me be+
side the dead slough. not painting me a lipstick mouth, not
lying naked and still on the
snow. 1was glad. I was glad she
could never know. never know
that there had been nothing to
run away to. Nothing at all.” I
was glad tbe whole book wasn’t
witten like this. Reallyglad.
From farther west comes

Hill

Helen Jameson’s Ten Dollars
and B Dream (Polestar. 244
pages, $12.95 paper). Jameson
and her husband homesteaded
in the foothills of the Alberta
Rockies in the 19308;the novel
sets out the adventures of Kate
and Eric Morgan and theirbaby
in the same locale, same era.
Kate is an extremely attractive
narrator. with an ability to
speak simply, witbout exaggeration, of a young couple’s demanding shoggle, the determination and mutual respect
needed to succeed, and the
sweet joys of small victories.
There are no surprises here.
but this is a pleasurable, wholesome, often touching account.
On any list of unpretentious.
charming memoirnovels. Jamson’s book would rank biih.
Don’t: A Woman’s Word,
by Elly Danica (synergy books.
36 pages, $12.95 paper) is also,
the reader is warned. autobiographical. A first-person narrative by a survivor of incest and
violent sexual abuse, it’s filled
with almost unspeakable horrors. It’s to Danica’s credit that
she eau speak. but her story is
so shocking and personal I have
trouble evaluating it as fiction:
novels about tJle Holocaust affect me similarly. In technique.
Doa’f is minimalist The book
proceeds by short prose paragraphs. a dozen or two per
chapter. composed of short sentences; the narmbx runs events
and feelings back and forth
through her mind. moving towards angry clarity. The subject
of the novel is extremely
painful; the style, though at me
ments irritatingly reductive,
serves its purposei adequately.
Mierly Fitch: The Light,
the Sea, the Sbxm. by Murmy Pum (Simon & Pierre, 135
pages. $14.50 paper). tells a
grim tale of death and denial
along Nova Scotia’s South
Shore. As a boy. Caleb (later
Miuly) Fitch fishes with his fs
ther and brothers on the Grand
Banks: he survives the ship
wreck on Sable Island that kills
the others. Subsequently cast

out by his mother (who in her
grief tries to kill him). he becomes at 18 (the year is 1923)
keeper of a lighthouse just off
Lunenburg. When tbe light is
destroyed by a violent storm 30
years later. he returns to his
home island and eventually
takes over a light there.
These are the bare bones on
which Pun hangs the rhetoric
of a battle between one man
and the God he believes is both
tricky and vengeful. Melville’s
Ahab piled his ragr against an
Old Testament God upon Moby
Dick’s hump: Fitch obsessively
finds that same angry God’s deceit in the sea’s calm. His
killing hand in the storm. In
modem fiction, the neurotic excesses of fundambntalist Chris
tianity (F’mtestant or Catholic)
gone off the rails have been the
property of writers from Quebee or the American South.
Mizzlv Fit& is rather like As I
LayDyiuginadory.

Pura does a fairly good job
with the challenge of &lirzly’s
first-person voice. The dialect
tent, ihough II& and then they
come thmugh more faintly than
at otbem Every so often there’s
a bit too much homely philoso-

pbiiing for my taste. and Puta
doesn’t quite have the how of
trawling. as they say around
here. But there’s a lovely feeling for light and weather and
water in the novel. and 8ome
.memorable language. By the
time Pura has his hem observe,
halhvay thmugh the book, that
“the sun was out then and it
looked like somebody had
thrown dimes into the sea.readers have long.been aware
of Mizrly’s gift of phrase and
hnagc.
1’11admit at the top I’m no
great fan of fantasy. So I ap
proached The Well of lime,
by Tom Henighan (Collins. 394
pages. $24.95 cloth), in less
than hiih spirits. With a few serious reservations. I’d call it a
moderately successful exploration of the genre’s possibilities. Set’ around 1000 A.D. in
North America, the novel tells
of a young &king woman’s
quest to Iceland to find a sacred
elixir that will save her people
horn deshwtion at the hands of
the Grey Folk. a particularly
scary species of the undesd.
The heroine, Ingrid. finds love
and betrayal. but triump s at
last over tbe forces of darLe.*
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“the power of the

Henighan’s knowledge of bib
tory and myth Bives his story,
for most of its length. a cornpelling atmosphere. He’s good.
too, at picturing the otherness
of tbe sorrersr’s world. thwgh
this can (and does here) +zad to
a lot of explanatory witilig, a
lot of beg&. Usually tbe “armtive prose is powerful, if unremittingly
intense; at times
Henighan slips into a kind of
singsong
rhythm. Sentence
after sentence has tbe layered
lo& ‘These things she knaw,
and could endure - and even
challenge, for she was determined to face out the old man,
who was the embodiment of a
god, and defeatjhim.” The last
third of the novel runs out of
steam somewhat; characterin
tion. description, psychology all
seam to go slack. The IVd of
?%ne has some go@ things in
it, but its w+nesses.prevent
it
frc&makmg
the Impact It

Jane Barker Wright @‘olestsr.
155 pages. $12.95 paper), is a
tightly worked novel in what we
might call the newAtwoodian
manner. Her unhappy couple,
Joe and Anna (there must indeed be life after Su@bcing)
have moved from Vancouver to
Tasmania in the early 1970s
where he, a zoologist. will
sesrch for a.supposedly extinct
tiger and she. formerly a television personality, will have a
baby. Anna, the cenhal chamcter, is quickly befriended by s
hio of fox&d women: Betty, a
writer who narratas part of the
story, Sylvia, an eccentric &e
spirit, and Sylvia’s teen-aged
daughter Paul+ a dancer. Men
play fairly mmor and fairly
stereotypical
roles in the
drama. Alina has her baby;
Sylvia’s baby dies mysteriously,
and Sylvia is blamed; Anna’s
marriage
rapidly begins to
crumble The novel ends, with a
kind of reprise. in Vancouver at
the close of the 1920s.
Wright develops her subject
the permutations
and consequences of motherhood, stylishly, and creates a tense mood of
anxiety and foreboding. Her
prose is spare, carefully pruned,
ep.&rammatic: lass, here, is definitely more. There are good
lines aplenty: ‘Raising children
is like cleaning your teeth. You
never quite do it properly.”
Short chapters.
quick cuts,
tlashbacks and tlashforwsrdsthe book seems calculated to
push the reader around, keep
hi or her slightly off-balance,
thdmbing back and forth to
check conriections,
implications, clues (and occasional inemmstsncies).
The novel is a
trifle ov~desigiwd; often I felt
Wrilrht was more concerned

Jason Schoonover’s
ihe
Esnglmk ColIection &al. 443
pages, $24.95 cloth) is also a
gems novel. this time of the
hiih-stakes thriller variety. The
narratorhem.
Lee Rivers, is a
coIlactor of East Asian art and
archeological objects for muse
urns. galleries, and connoisseurs; he’s been known to bend
laws to accomplish his ends. He
becomes involved in a plot to
get a stolen Buddhist relic of
immense ‘significance into the
right hands. Before we’re
thmugh, the KGB and the CIA,
half a dozan other national intslligence services.
extremist
gmups frpm most of the world’s
major rsliins.
not to mention
all of Rivers’s larger-than-life
hiends,-are into it, and bodies
effects than meaning. But on
are collecting in heaps.
balsncs. the intellectual energy
The novel has its problems.
There’s too much detail at the of 77:s Ta.wmaiarz Tigq keeps
start and a dreadfully slow ex- it from being merely an exerplanation and coda that gaas on cise in stylistic ingenuity. and
giws it a solid underpinning of
for 50 pages after the book
‘thought-pmvokbxg substance.
should properly have ended.
The final three installments
The mica Schoonover chooses
of Bryan Moon’s four-part
for Risers is showoff crude.
novel, The Grapefruit
Tree,
somewhere behveen Cheech
have anived; we r&wed
Part
and Chong and vintage Richard
One. .%a& last May. The new
Pryor. The sex is hot and
gmphic, the story is as implau- books, 77~ Westem Kfi~&tr~,
Union
Day,
and Harvest
sible as anything you could
(Oberon, each $25.95 cloth,
imagine (and still you’ll guess
what’s coming next), but every
$12.95 paper) continue the adthing manages tq be good fun
ventures of young Jonathan
anyway. I resisted this one at Coming. his grandfather Csldfirst. then got sucked in for
well. and his filends during a
Prairie summer in the small
more hours than I care to
admit, then was bored and
town of Union two decades ago.
There is fine writing here.
grumpy at the finish.
The Tasmnnian
Tiger. by

____.___.
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precious: for me there isn’t
enough substance to justify it
all. Not much m”re occurs in
these three wlumes than in the
first, whiih I thought spun out a
thin tale excessively, repetitive
ly. Look at it as a potential
book-buyer: 528 pages total.
$103.80 cloth, $51.80,paper: for
that money I don’t want a gmpe
fruit tzee. I want a” orchard.
To conclude on a familiar
of
disappointment.
note
Naznee” Sadiq’s Ice Bangles
(Lorimer. 192 pages. $24.95
cloth. $14.95 paper) is a” inter
esting novel that. with firmer
editorial control, might have
bee” first-rate. Sadiq’s account
of the experiences of Naila
Siraj. who comes to Toronto
I%X” Pakistan as a young bride
in 1934. is intelliint and lively,
with numer”us insights into
such matters “s immigration.
assimilation. and mcism. Naila
is a forceful, good-humoured
v:mna”, who struggles hard for
everything she earns: she has
three children (the fvst severe
ly hafidicapped and institutionaliied): she loves, respects, and
argues with her husband
(whom the author tmats fairly);
she beromes a successhrljournalist, wrks at her poetry, and
as the novel ends is trying to
publish her own first novel.
Naila’s significant victory is to
force new m”ts into Canadian
soil. not lament the old ones;
this is one very determined,
clear-eyed New Canadian.
There is much to like in Ice
Bar&% obviously. SIXit’s initating that the novel is full of flaws
that should have been corrected somewhere along the line.
For one thing, the hook’s energies are scattered, not eoncentrated: the narrative line isn’t fccused tightly enough. The
prose is too often cluttered with
adjectives and tags, there’s
some stodgy dialogue, there are
far u)” many ermrs in punctuation. mechanics. word choice
Irhat. for example, does “the
silent ferocity of a Pompano
bull” mean?- cwld me be aiming at ‘Pamplona” here?). And
the editors who let such
clunkers as ‘for the first time
she felt there had been a” exchange of sorts which had
taken place” or “it was the last
time she ever spoke to her
brother again” remain on the
page should be sentenced to
teach Remedial for a year. I had
begun to hope we were through
with shoddy productions such
as this; Nameen Sadiq deserves
much, much better, and so does
the reader. q

:
.
THE YEAR 1988 was a remarkable one for Canadian first novelists, in number. accomplishment, and range. The six books
in competition for the W. H.
Smith/Books in Canada First
Novel Award are A Cowal L3ne
t&fly (Macmillan). by Neil Bis
soondath; 771s Wctoty of Gem/di”a G&I (Macmillan). by Joan
Clark; Ek&ical
Skwms (Random House), by David Homel;
Cmsldfotions (Random House).
by Janice Kulyk Keefer: jaruary. Febrtrary, Jwne or July
(Breakwater), by Helen Fogwii
Porter; and A Man of LifHa
F&b (McClelland 81 Stewart),
by l&k Salutin.

Fiction). She was twice the winner of the CBC ljtemiy Competition in the categmy of short
fiction, and her poetry was
awarded the third prize in last
year’s competition.
Kulyk
K&x
currently is spending’ a
year in ‘England with her husband and two children. Her
novel, ConsteRatiorrs, is set in
the anal1 Nova Scotian town of
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Joan clarlr

lection of short Sction.
David Homel is a freelance
writer tid award-winning @an&
l&r who lives in Montreal with
his wife and tvm children. He
was born in Chicago and lived
in Eumpe for a period of time
before moving to Toronto in
1975. He has worked extensiw
ly in film and television, and
the 1934 Bronze Medal at

\
‘..

I’M gissmmlafh

Neil Bissoondath imm’wted
to Canada from Trinidad in
1973, and earned a degree in
French from York University.
He comes 6um a literary family
- V. S. Naipaul and the late
Shiva Naipaul are his un&s In
1935. Bissoondath published a
collection of short liction; Digging up Ike Momhzins. which
met with critical acclaim. A Casltal Bmkdi~y is the story of Raj
Ramsingh. a Toronto doctor
who rehuns to his native island
of Casaquemada
in the
Cmibbea”. and is drawn into a
society tan by racial shife and
COlTUptiO”:
77113
Vickwy ofGeraldine Gtd1.
theatow of a remarkable Ojib
w woman. was written by Joan
Clark while she was living in
Winlsk, a Cree village on Hudson Bay. Clark grew up in the
Maritime% has lived in Ottawa
and Edmonton. and now resides
in St. John’s, Newfoundland.
with her husband and three
children. She is the author of
six books for children, and
From a l7zin Ifi& Wire, a ml-
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the relationships between a
small gmup of people whose
lives are transformed by the arrival of a stranger in their
midst
Helen Fogwill Porter was
bon and raised on the south
side of St. John’s, Newfoundland. which is the setting for

Jawmy,

:

.

Febmmy~ June or July,

her novel about the coming of
r---~-----‘-------:

the Hemisfilm Festival for “Visions,” a 13part documentary
on Canadian art and artists that
he wrote for TV Ontario. His
novel. Ef~rical slorms, is told
thorn the point of view ofVinnie
Rabb, a teenager graving up in
a working-class
suburb of
Chicag” in the late 1960s.
Janice Kulyk Keefer was born
in Tomnto and educated at the
University of Toronto and S”s= age of a young girl, Heather
sex Universi~ in England. .%e 4Novak. Since 1963. Porter has
been writing full time; her es
is the author of hvo collections
says, fiction. and p”etry have
of short fiction (The Parisappeared in numerous CanadiNapoli Rxpxp, and Tmngigwa
an magazines, including Sahr
lionsj, a book of poehy (White
day Nighrtand Allantic Ins&Id.
offh6f.ae~A@~),
and critical
She continues to make her
work (Umin Eastern Eyes: A
home in St. John’s
Crijical Reading of Mmitirns
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Magazine. which he helped
found in 1978. He has won hw
National Magazine Awards for
his journalism. and a c&ctkm
of his essays, Mar&d
Notes:

Chottenges
to the Main8tream. was published in 1984.
A Man ofLittle Puith tells the
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fflCk.Wdiii
Rick Salutin is a journalist
and playwright who lives in
Toronto. He has won Chalmers
awrds for two qf his plays -

IS.%‘: The Faimers’

Revolt

and L.es Canadiens. He is also
an editor and columnist of This

MATA HARI
CAROLYNSLIARTS criticism of
my book. ~%lafa Harik Lost
1Kvds. shuck me as exemplary
of a review written with an
agenda, a set of criteria which
may have little connection with
the book’s objectives, but by
which the book is measured
and found wanting. Specifically.
Ms. Smart thought that I should
have taken the poems *beyond
the dead-?nd idea of victimin
tion and into the realm of the
empowering.” I sympathize
with the movement to empower
historical women. but think that
tmtb should not be overlooked
in the process. I stuck to tbe
facts as far as possible in interpreting Mata Hari’s life. and the
fart that she was convicted and
executed on flimsy evidence
and had her own version of the
stmy locked up for 100 years
make it hard to view her rad as
anything but a victimization.
Like most of us, Mata Hari was
both victor and victim. empow
ered and oppressed. during her
life. and the poems represent
her as such. Doesa woman who
says ‘rtith my beauty and these
teachings/ I hold a superior
hand in any game?” sound like
a true victim?
Ms. Smart also aryes that 1
shouldn’t have tried to write
from a woman’s point of view.
and supports this by praising
one poem “written partially
fmm a man’s oint of view.” I
expected to fal.r m some ways at
the difticult task of writing from
the other sex’s point of view.
but, for the record. that particular poem is clearly presented as

story of Oskar, a Jew who escapes from Nazi Gerinany and
emigrates to Canada.
The judges for this year’s
competition are Nigel Berrisford. the vice president and
book marketing dire&r of W.
H. Smilh; the short-story writer
Elisabeth Harvor; Jack MeClelland, an author’s agent and former publisher; and Leon Rooke.
a critic and novelist The prize
for the competition is $5,000;
tbe winner will be announced in
the April issue of BOORS in

Canada. El

hfata Harl’s parody of a certain
male point of view. So. if it sueceeds itisasawoma
‘s iewof
a man& view. And I do
U,,
that my confession of inability
to understand the dource of my
fascination with Mata Hari is an
example of “muddy thinking.”
It’s an example of an obsession,
which seldom has a clearly axplicable source; was Joyce
guilty of muddy thinking because he never told us why he
was so obsessed with Dublin?

DOUGLASHILL,who reviewed
my novel, Black Ligkt, in the
December issue of Books ia
Canada, was unnecessmily UR
kind in beginning his review artitle with an insult to Newfoundland writers. My main
complaint, however, is that he
greatly misrepresented
my
work.
He not only made factual errors but wrongly identified
racism as the theme of the
novel. At a literal level, the book
presents an interweaving of hw
themes - the search for respectabillty and for identity. In
moving from one society or
class to another of superior
standing, one has to come to
terms Nitb the issue of who one
is. In the novel the hvo quests
BIP linked in that the encounter
with obstacles posed -often in
subtle ways by racism
prompts Khan eventually to reexamine his conception of who
he is. But the real theme of the
novel is the ubiquity of human

blindness, particularly that generated by irrationality. and even
Khan comes “close to substltuting one blindness for another.”
Many of Hill’s speciftc comments are quite puzzling. He
finds the ‘prose “slow-moving.”
but the most frequent reaction I
have had hrn readers in the
real world. both within and outside Newfoundland. is: ‘Once I
started (he book I couldn’t put it
down.” No imny in the novel?A
truly incredible remark1 Surely
it is ironic that such highly educated people as academics display a persistent ilTationalily. or
that Khan leaves a colonial aociety that is racist and ends up in
anotherwhich again makes him
a victim of racism. Regarding
the matter of colonialism. the
parallels between Mnidad and
Newfoundland assume the form
not only of economic privilege
and intellechral arrogance but
also of cultural penetration. I
think Hill wrong in saying the
author fails to achieve ‘distsnep”: virlually all the charac
tern have flaws (though generally
they
also
possess
redeeming qualities). and both
black and white are guilty of
limited vision. I am indeed dis
appointed that your reviewer lgnoms most of the complexltles
and subtleties of the novel the growth shown by charscters. the irony. the symbolism.
the bnagety. and the seduction
of the reader until dose to the
very end to perceive the world
the way Khan does - and then
claims that the work does not
transmute into art!
It is normal for a first novel to
have t&s. The new writer typleally hopes the reviewers will
read his/her work carefully and
provide critlqu’es helpful to both
reader and author. Fmm this
perspective. Hill’s commentmy
is woelidly deticient.
Ishmael J. Baksh
SL John’s
I FINDthe opening sentence of
Douglas Hill’s Deeember “Fmt
Novels” column singularly offensive. Such would-be witty remarks as ‘To begin, a pair from
Newfoundland. where writing
novels seems to h&e rephxed
chasing seals as a supplementary ormpation’ suggests more
of twit tbst of wit.
If all you know of Newfoundland is that we used to have a
seal hunr then may 1 make so
hold as to suggest that a bookreview calunm is not the olace
to expose your ignorance? .
Douglas Cuff
St. John’s, Nfld.

.-

“N~LX-X RECENTbaa on sealing, many Newfoundlanders
added to their family income by
going to the Ice in the spring of
the year. In 1988 five first novels (of a Canadian total o[ 45)
were written in or set in Newfoundland. These facts led me
to try a modest, perhaps not
wildly hmny joke. It was not an
insult to anybody, and should
not he construed as one.

WmRE HE5
COMING

FROM

I RECEIVED
the November issue
of Books in Canada late. so I
hope you have mom for a bebited addition to what I expect will
be a number of angry responses
to John.MetcalPs What is a
Canadian Literature?”
Metcalf essentially argues
against a “Canadian tradition”
in literature. and attacks pattic
ularly Sam Sole&ii’s essay in
The Bmker Book for suggesting that there is such a thing.
“Culture has been international
for centuries.” raves Metcalf.
and haven’t we all hoped aOme
times that it could be? No more
messing around with current
events, local customs, and the
peculiitles 0f.a time, a place. a
language Wbars good enough
for Westminster ought to be
good enough for New Westmlnster. “1 read literature as lltemtare,” says Metcalf. ‘I wouldn’t
read a book of Brazilian stories
to see what it was like to be
Brazilii: I’d..read it to see what
pleasures of the form good
Brazilian practitioners could
give me.”
1 understand the distinction
that Metcalf is making in that
statement. but I don’t read that
way. Neither do the Canadian
readers who have insisted on
enjoying authors such as Alice
Munro (whom Metcalf admires) for their “sociology, his
tory, (and) anthropology” as
well as for their “intemationaI”
style.
Neither cur literature nor our
reading is as simple as Metcalf
might wish, and he is forhmste
in that. I enjoyed his Ceaemf
Lndd, though the narrator-hem.
Jim Wells “from Vancouver,”
sounds throughout the novel as
lf he just got off the boat from
Britain. That needed to be explained. just as Metcalf himself
should. as Sole&l argues in Tits
Bnmbcr Book. SW where he’s
cnmi;lgfmm.
_
Mike Matthews
Nanaimo, B.C.
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does not preclude a review or
notice in a future issue.
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ByBarryBaIdwin
WEHAVEHAD
many
snappib titled
bookson

Canadian polilicians. but so far no movies. It is time that competitors rectbied
this by pmviding up to six eyecalehing titles for tilm biogr;t
phiis of any Canadian leader. living OFdead (e.g.. Brian Mulm_Tbe
Greatest Tory Ever SN. The prbx is $25, and
the deadline is March 25. Entries should be sent to CanWIt
no. 136,Book in Cum&z,366 AdelaideSt E, Ste. 432.Tomnto. Ontario M5A3X9.
’ RESULTS OF CANWlTNO. 134
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OURtttxutw for extracts from the sea-et diaries of political
spouses brought us many sensational revelations about the
private lives of such public men as John Turner. Robert
Bourassa. and John Crosbie. The tinner is Alec McRwn of
Ottawa.for the followinghyo diary entries:
Well, John has done it again! He told me he had taken
up classicaldancing because it would impmw his law
footwork during Question P&d. Yet eve” he can c
that v&i-g
a leotard is just too ridiculous for a pobhcal heavyweight like him. But when 1 objected to his
tulu. all he could say was. -Jane. a skiis more comfortable: it’s better adapted to the ballmom. so to speak.”
Besides, he thinks a “towtoo”willsuit his mle as prineipal soloist in that new production about the loss of OUT
railway.The Net& B&t Ballet.

I-

Mon Dieu! 1 do wish Robert would stop humming that
old tune, ‘Laughing on the outside. crying on tbe inside.” Just last night he said to me, “Andr& I was
never much good at sports, but when it comes to lbxguacmbatics I ha&the perfect backflip.”It makes me
so mad; one of my companies was alI set to become the
sole manufacturer of outdoor s’igns,and now Robert
has ruined everything. Can’t he understand that the
business of Quebec is my business? But he insists the _
only tbing that matter3 in politics is tinning, no matter
what the judges say. Why. he even claims that in the
. streets his supporters keep chanting, “Won.oh. won.”

§OLmOl?JmAcRosrICNO.17
".
..Ireally wondered wh&er anythily I did made any difle!

c

ence at all. The call to politics makes you open to the pursu_it0If
power. You ask “Howcan I gain?”The call to the priesthood !s tl0
service. You ask “Howcan I give?”As a priesL you know you ane
making a contribution.”
1
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in CLITU.Z&I,
Canada’s national award-winning book review
magazine comes to you nine times a year. Each issue is crammed
with book reviews, author profiles, interviews, columns, and
interesting features on the world of books in Canada.
Subscribe now and SAVE I§% on the newsstand price.
A year’s subscription to Books in Canada costs $15.00and
guarantees that each and every issue will be delivered to your door.
Fill in the coupon below, send it to us and we’ll rush the next
issue of Books in Canada to you.

Start my subscriplion
Canadaimmediately.
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I949
by David French
Newfoundlanders struggleto
decide whethu or not they
shouldjoin Canada echoing
the free trade debate.

Mother of the Gmss
by Jovettc Marchesssault
translated by Yvonnc Klein

MOTHER
OF THE

GRASS

Jowtte Mankwttlr

A remmkably visionary ILCcount of the gmwtb of B
major Quebec feminist
anisr’r creative self.

0889222665:hYna:S9.95
Oaa922-267-3;Ficion;
511.95paper.

PW.

The Happiest Man in the
Worldand Other Storia
by David Arnanon
The Happiest Man in the
World rakes a hilarious. yet
compassionatelook 81lbe
new male consciousness
taking shapein II postfeminist world.

or Agamamnon

‘.

and Other

.... .. .

Lucid observmionson classical paradigms of political life
Born Bcivil libermriur’s
point of view m&e The Ourden o/Ofice bmh a work of
litcnmrc and philosophy.

088922269-X:Fiiion:
$11.95 papx.
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